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Real-Time Investigation of Ultrafast Dynamics through
Time-Stretched Dispersive Fourier Transform in
Mode-Locked Fiber Lasers

Kuen Yao Lau, Yudong Cui, Xiaofeng Liu,* and Jianrong Qiu*

Real-time investigation in mode-locked fiber lasers (MLFLs) is important to
understand the ultrafast dynamics before, during, and after the formation of
stable laser pulses. However, the experimental measurement of these
dynamics is restricted by the resolution of conventional oscilloscopes. The
development of a time-stretched dispersive Fourier transform (TS-DFT)
technique provides the shot-to-shot measurement of mapping the spectral
information of an ultrashort optical pulse into time-stretched waveform in the
MLFL. Here, the recent progress and development of various fascinating
dynamics in the MLFL, including the study of birth, evolution, and extinction
process in MLFL, different types of MLFL, and complex motion dynamics in
MLFL, have been reviewed. The issues and challenges encountered in this
research area are discussed and several recommendations are suggested to
overcome these problems. The integration of the TS-DFT technique is
expected to provide deeper insight into the real-time investigation of various
dynamics in the MLFL by displaying fascinating phenomenon and revealing
unexplored trajectories.

1. Introduction

A mode-locked fiber laser (MLFL) generates ultrashort and in-
tense flashes of light, constituting a major advance in the de-
velopment of ultrafast fiber optics. The MLFL contributes to not
only industrial fields by offering huge economic benefits because
of its extensive applications in optical frequency metrology,[1]
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astronomical observation,[2] and material
processing,[3] but also facilitates scien-
tific research by providing an excellent
platform to investigate its diversified dy-
namics through real-time measurement.
Mode-locking is an effective technique
to generate picosecond to femtosecond
laser pulses, whilst most longitudinal
modes of the laser cavity are phase-locked
and constructively interfere with each
other to form ultrashort and intense laser
pulses.[4,5] However, this nearly perfect
periodicity only occurs in stable mode-
locking operation. Prior to stable oper-
ation, the initiation stage always starts
from noise fluctuation and experiences
several evolution stages, which are highly
unique and nonrepetitive.[6] The initial
signal always starts with a random noise
background, such as an amplified sponta-
neous emission, followed by a raised re-
laxation oscillation, which experiences a

sequence of stages until a stable mode-locking stage was
achieved. The duration of this process from the first laser spike
to stable mode-locking is defined as the nascent time of the laser.
Some transient features at the nascent stage of this laser can be
expressed by the rate equations[7]

du
dt

= Rp − uBsq −
u
Tu

(1)

dq
dt

= uBsq −
q
l
+ u
pmTu

(2)

where u and q denote the population inversion and photon num-
ber in the laser cavity, respectively. Rp is the pumping rate, Bs is
the Einstein coefficient given by Bs = 1/(pmTu), where pm is the
number of cavity modes coupled to the fluorescent line, which
is given by pm = 8𝜋𝜈2Δ𝜈V/c3, where 𝜈 is the carrier frequency of
photons,Δ𝜈 is the bandwidth of the laser medium, V is themode
volume within the laser cavity, and c is the speed of light in vac-
uum. Tu is the lifetime of the upper-laser level, and l is the photon
lifetime related to cavity loss. In the past decades, the experimen-
tal investigation of buildup and evolution dynamics in the MLFL
from initial noise signal to stable mode-locking stage has been
a difficult task due to speed limitations, i.e., low response band-
width and slow scan rate of the oscilloscopes. For instance, oscil-
loscopes working on scanned Fabry–Pérot interferometers could
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not operate with a speed faster than a few kHz,[8] whereas the de-
tector arrays employed in other types of oscilloscopes could not
exceed 20 kHz.[9] Therefore, the integration of a technique to re-
solve the real-time shot-to-shot information for the buildup and
evolution dynamics in the MLFL has been luring great attention
among the scientific community in recent years.
In the MLFL, a soliton or solitary wave is a wave packet ex-

hibiting self-reinforcing which keep its original shape after wave
propagates at a constant velocity.[10] This is due to the interac-
tion of both nonlinearity and dispersive effects, which produce
localized waveforms and cancel out each other after the wave
propagation.[11] The presence of the nonlinear Kerr effect con-
tributes to the direct influence of light intensities on the refractive
index of a material. Subsequently, the Kerr effect cancels the dis-
persion effect when the pulse exhibits the right shape. This leads
to a constant pulse shape over time, which is called the soliton.
Therefore, stable optical solitons can be formed and propagated
in an optical fiber, which have been extensively applied in opti-
cal communications,[12,13] mathematical physics,[14] optical trans-
mission lines, and fiber lasers.[15] Besides these applications, var-
ious interesting dynamics were observed during the generation
of stable mode-locked pulses, which is very important to under-
stand the underlying physics and mechanism of nonlinear ultra-
fast laser optics.
However, the dynamics of MLFL are difficult to be measured

through conventional instruments, i.e., the optical spectrum ana-
lyzer or the oscilloscope. Therefore, the exploration of a new tech-
nique to investigate the MLFL dynamics is important to solve
the challenges encountered by these conventional approaches.
The development of time-stretched dispersive Fourier transform
(TS-DFT) technology provides an experimental real-time mea-
surement to directly observe the MLFL dynamics by stretch-
ing an incident ultrashort laser pulse through a long dispersive
mediumwith large group velocity dispersion (GVD).[16] The large
GVD is capable of mapping the spectral information of an ul-
trashort optical pulse into time-stretched waveform. The shot-to-
shot measurement offers the observation of both buildup and
internal dynamics in versatile soliton, such as soliton,[7] soli-
ton molecules,[16] soliton trapping,[17] soliton breathing,[18] soli-
ton collision,[19] soliton rains,[20] and multisoliton complexes.[21]

Based on real-time recorded data, shot-to-shot spectral interfer-
ograms display a variety of motion dynamics and relative phase
evolution, constituting the intramolecular energy flow facilitated
by gain dynamics and soliton interactions.[21]

Here, we review the birth, evolution, and extinction dynamics
of solitons observed at different intracavity GVD in MLFL, i.e.,
soliton, dissipative soliton, stretched pulse, and soliton similari-
ton through the TS-DFT technique. Next, we review the dynam-
ics of different types of MLFL, i.e., high repetition rate achieved
through harmonic mode-locking regime and counterpropagat-
ing solitons through bidirectional MLFL cavity. Moreover, the
complex motion dynamics in MLFL, i.e., soliton molecules, soli-
ton breathing, soliton bifurcation, soliton explosion, soliton trap-
ping, and optical rogue wave were comprehensively discussed.
More information about the underlying physics of the TS-DFT
technique and its applications in MLFL dynamics[22,23] and other
fields of optical physics[24–27] was previously reviewed. In com-
parison to the reviews of Wang et al. and Huang et al.[22,23] which
were officially available on January 2020 and June 2020, respec-

tively, we provide a more recent review of the progress and devel-
opment in the diversified dynamics of the MLFL probed by using
the TS-DFT technique.

2. Underlying Physics for TS-DFT Technique

The pulse train of an MLFL was measured with an oscilloscope
through a photodetector. However, a conventional oscilloscope
consisting of a grating and line sensor exhibits a readout speed,
which is several orders slower than the build-up and evolution dy-
namics in an MLFL.[28] Owing to the speed limitation, the MLFL
pulses with durations shorter than 10 ps could hardly be resolved
even by employing a high-speed oscilloscope with a larger band-
width than conventional ones. Therefore, an additional technique
should be applied to resolve the build-up and evolution process
in the MLFL. The speed limitation of a conventional oscilloscope
was solved by the TS-DFT technique, which enables continu-
ous shot-to-shot measurements in real-time. The fast response
time of the photodetection in the TS-DFT system contributes to
the feasibility of resolving the shot-to-shot spectral information
over consecutive roundtrips at a scan rate which is measurable
by a high-speed oscilloscope. The TS-DFT technique provides
the linear dispersion of localized MLFL pulses in a dispersive
medium, mapping the spectral information of an ultrashort op-
tical pulse into time-stretched waveform with large GVD. There-
fore, the pulse width was stretched from fs and ps scale to sub-ns
or ns scale, effectively mitigating the bandwidth requirement of
high-speed sampling instrument, without any loss of the spectral
information.[25] Nevertheless, the real-time measurement of the
TS-DFT technique is typically feasible for pulses with durations
shorter than 10 ps and unviable for a continuous wave (CW) or
pulsed lasers with longer duration. The group delay dispersion
of the TS-DFT determines its spectral resolution (Δ𝜆res), which
is approximately given by[29,30]

Δ𝜆res =
𝜆0√|D|Lc

2

(3)

where 𝜆0 is the center wavelength of anMLFL,D is the dispersion
parameter, L is the length of the dispersive medium, and c is the
speed of light in vacuum. The limitation of TS-DFT technique
with respect to pulse propagation in a dispersive medium could
be deduced from partial differential equation

i𝜕A
𝜕z

=
𝛽2

2
𝜕2A
𝜕t2

(4)

where A(z,t) is the field amplitude envelope and 𝛽2 is the disper-
sion coefficient given as

𝛽2 =
−D

(
𝜆0
)2

2𝜋c
(5)

The schematic diagram of the TS-DFT principle is depicted
in Figure 1.[22] The pulse width of an incident ultrashort laser
pulse was gradually stretched over a long dispersive medium and
eventually, the pulse waveform exhibits a close envelope to the
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram for the underlying physics of the TS-DFT technique. Reproduced with permission.[22] Copyright 2020, IOP Publishing Ltd.

optical spectrum at the output. The mapping relationship can be
expressed as[31,32]

Δ𝜏 = Δ𝜆 ⋅ |D| ⋅ L (6)

whereΔ𝜏 is the duration of stretched pulses typically about a few
to tens of nanosecond,Δ𝜆 is the spectral width of incident pulses,
and D and L are the dispersion parameter and length of the dis-
persive medium, respectively. The mapping relationship reveals
the independence of the TS-DFT technique on whether the dis-
persive medium has positive or negative GVD, but this condi-
tion is only valid for ultrashort pulses with no or small chirping
features. A wideband ultrashort pulse could be stretched more
efficiently through the TS-DFT technique than a narrowband ul-
trashort pulse.[33] The mapping of the spectrogram with the TS-
DFT technique could be validated with optical spectrum mea-
surement, whereas the overlapping of the optical spectrum to
the time-stretched waveform generates almost the same spectral
intensity envelope. The practical conditions to employ the TS-
DFT include propagating the pulse in linear regime and reaching
pulse propagation in the far field dispersion regimewith a disper-
sivemedium. The ultrashort laser pulse is designed to provide ul-
trafast transient events, which was stretched in time domain by
a dispersive medium, such as a dispersion compensating fiber
(DCF) or a single-mode fiber (SMF-28e), detected by a photode-
tector and monitored by a high-speed oscilloscope. The subse-
quent stretched pulse should be avoided from overlapping. The
recorded temporal waveform data of the stretched pulses are seg-
mented into several pieces with each segment length equal to the
pulse period. These data pieces were rearranged as a function of
round-trip number (RTN) to construct a pulse evolution image.
By matching the stretched pulse waveform and average optical
spectrum, the time coordinate can be converted to a wavelength
coordinate, thus the pulse evolution image was converted to real-
time spectra. As a result, the ultrafast transient phenomenon can
be observed from these real-time spectra.
In the TS-DFT system, a long DCF or SMF-28e is commonly

utilized as the dispersive medium, which provides large normal
and anomalous GVD, respectively, to map the broadband spec-
trum of an ultrashort optical pulse into a time-stretched wave-
form. Besides the DCF and SMF-28e, various dispersive media,
i.e., chirped fiber Bragg gratings, large spatial chirp, and chromo-

modal dispersion were employed for the TS-DFT system at differ-
ent wavebands.[34–36] In the C-band, SMF-28e and DCF are still
the most popular choice for the TS-DFT system due to their sim-
plicity, easy availability, and cost-effectiveness. To avoid spectral
distortion and ensure effective mapping, the peak power should
bemaintained at a reasonable range.[37] According to energy con-
servation law, the peak power will be reduced after the TS-DFT
system, leading to degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio. A high
peak power of an incident pulse causes excessive accumulation of
nonlinear phase shift, leading to the distortion of the pulse wave-
form stretched by the TS-DFT technique. On the other hand, the
weak peak power of the incident pulse leads to the submersion of
pulse signals by background noises. Nevertheless, the weak peak
power can always be amplified by several optical amplifiers, i.e.,
stimulated Raman scattering distributed optical amplifier, semi-
conductor optical amplifier, and rare-earth-doped fiber amplifier.
Apart from peak power, the parameters of incident pulses and

dispersive medium determine the basic properties of recorded
data by the TS-DFT system. The frame rate of TS-DFT is equal to
the pulse repetition rate, which is typically several to tens of MHz
and is much larger than that of a conventional optical spectrum
analyzer.[22] Moreover, there are several issues with the TS-DFT
technique. For instance, the pulse waveforms stretched through
the TS-DFT system should not be overlapped.[38] Therefore, it is
difficult to analyze an ultrashort pulsewith an extremely high rep-
etition rate. Besides that, the spectral resolution of the TS-DFT
technique is influenced by the sampling rate of the real-time os-
cilloscope, the bandwidth of the photodetector, the second-order
dispersion coefficient, the length of dispersive medium and the
repetition rate of the ultrashort optical pulses.[22] These param-
eters should be carefully considered before the real-time experi-
mental measurement was performed.

3. Real-Time Investigation of MLFL Dynamics

The real-time investigation of the fascinating dynamics in the
MLFL was conducted through the TS-DFT technique. These
investigations were done in terms of the study of birth, evo-
lution, and extinction process in MLFL, several techniques of
MLFL cavities, and complex motion dynamics in MLFL. For the
study of birth, evolution and extinction process in the MLFL,
the intracavity GVDs were designed with anomalous, normal,
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dispersion-managed (DM), and near-zero in normal regimes for
soliton, dissipative soliton, stretched pulse, and soliton similari-
ton, respectively. An MLFL relies on the laser cavity design to
achieve desired ultrafast laser performances, i.e., high repetition
rate using harmonic mode-locking and counterpropagating
solitons using bidirectional MLFL setup. Some complex motion
dynamics in the MLFL, i.e., soliton molecules, soliton breathing,
soliton bifurcation, soliton explosion, soliton trapping, and
optical rogue wave were comprehensively investigated.

3.1. Birth, Evolution, and Extinction Dynamics in MLFL

The MLFL can operate in four GVD regimes, i.e., anomalous,
normal, DM, and near-zero in normal regimes, for soliton, dis-
sipative soliton, stretched pulse, and soliton similariton, respec-
tively. Hereinafter, the real-time investigation of the buildup,
evolution and extinction dynamics was discussed for these four
MLFL pulses working at different intracavity GVD regimes.

3.1.1. Soliton

The soliton is robust over long-distance propagation. The inves-
tigation of the real-time buildup and evolution process is impor-
tant to understand its formation and extinction mechanisms.[39]

The energy redistribution during the formation of the soliton
among various interval modes becomes complex before the gen-
eration of stationary soliton. For instance, the buildup and evo-
lution process of the soliton dynamics was studied in a mode-
locked erbium-doped fiber laser (EDFL) integrated with a hy-
brid saturable absorber consisting of carbon-nanotube saturable
absorber (CNT-SA) and nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR)
method.[7] The CNT-SA is important to suppress the environ-
mental perturbations caused by the temperature, mechanical
and pumping strength variations. Therefore, fewer unstable Q-
switched lasing, i.e., five lines prior to the formation of the sta-
ble soliton-MLFL (S-MLFL) was observed. Instead, the integra-
tion of only the NPR technique shows larger number of unstable
Q-switched lasers with 76 and 189 lines under weak and strong
fluctuation of pumping strength, respectively. The S-MLFL was
generated through two processes. The first process consists of
the raised relaxation oscillation (RO) stage, quasi-mode-locking
(QML) stage, spectral beating stage, and finally stable mode-
locking stage. The second process comprises an additional tran-
sient bound-state, prior to the final stable mode-locking stage.
The real-time investigation of these dynamics was executed with
a TS-DFT system comprising a 5 km long DCF with a disper-
sion of ≈−160 ps (nm km)−1 that produces the delay of real-
time spectral data by ≈24.5 μs. Figure 2a presents the buildup
and evolution process of a stable S-MLFL in the first process.
Five laser spikes with intervals of ≈80 μs were observed be-
fore the formation of a stable mode-locked laser. The spectral
information of a stable mode-locked laser reveals the pulse-to-
pulse interval of ≈38.03 ns as shown in Figure 2b. The charac-
teristics of the S-MLFL were denoted by Kelly’s sidebands from
the spectral information.[40] As shown in Figure 2c, Q-switched
mode-locking (Q-ML) and beating dynamics were observed in
the fifth laser spike where the transition state occurs. The ex-
panded views of the Q-ML are presented in Figure 2d,e. Multiple

subordinate pulses were presented in Figure 2e, where a dom-
inant pulse exhibits the highest intensity among the multiple
subordinate pulses in the laser cavity. The pulse-to-pulse inter-
val of ≈38.03 ns matches with Figure 2b, which corresponds to
the roundtrip time of the laser cavity. Furthermore, another real-
time observation of the dynamics experiencing the initial noise
background and quasi-continuous wave (QCW) to stable mode-
locking stage was demonstrated in an S-MLFL integrated with
CNT-SA.[41] The pulse intensity is continuously increased in the
QCW stage. Then, the QCW laser pulse with a high-pulse inten-
sity experiences a decreasing trend and finally forms the stable
mode-locking stage. Figure 2f reveals the complex formation pro-
cess for stationary single-soliton S-MLFL through Q-ML stage
and beating dynamics. During both the Q-ML stage and beat-
ing dynamics, multiple pulses were observed in the laser cavity
whilst only a dominant pulse will gradually develop into the sta-
tionary mode-locking pulse. Figure 2g shows the last frame re-
trieved from Figure 2f, and the corresponding optical spectrum
is portrayed in Figure 2h. The presence of the Kelly’s sidebands
denotes the typical characteristic of soliton fiber laser. The close-
up of the beating dynamics in Figure 2f was shown in Figure 2i
with an interference pattern. This beating phenomenon was not
observed by a direct measurement without incorporating the TS-
DFT technique, as illustrated in Figure 2j.
In contrast to the above investigation, an additional transient

bound-state was observed in the second process of forming soli-
ton regimeusing a similarMLFL setup as depicted inFigure 3a.[7]

Similar as Figure 2a, five laser spikes were observed during the
raised RO and transition stages before achieving stable mode-
locking stage as shown in Figure 3a with a pulse-to-pulse interval
of≈38.03 ns in Figure 3b. The period is≈3 times longer observed
in the transition stage than those presented in Figure 2a. Based
on the interferogram in Figure 3c, the propagation of periodic
modulation alongwith the wavelength denotes the typical bound-
state spectral profile.[42] The RTN is denoted as 0 for convenience
of reference when achieving stable mode-locking stage. Two soli-
tons of transient bound state were generated via the beating ef-
fect at the RTN of ≈−2800. These two solitons evolve to a tran-
sient bound state manner during the transition and the bound
state eventually collapse due to the increasing separation between
the two solitons. The relative phase (𝛼) between the two solitons
undergoes eight abrupt changes during the RTN from −1840 to
−710 as shown in Figure 3f, which are also represented by the
eight circles in the interaction plane as illustrated in Figure 3d.
At the RTN of≈−1100, the relative phase develops in the opposite
direction so that the rotating direction is reversed after this inflec-
tion point, as shown in Figure 3f. The Fourier transformation of
the transient bound-state is depicted in Figure 3e, revealing the
field autocorrelation with the evolution of bound-state solitons
with two pulses.[16] The two solitons have no separation at the
RTN of ≈−2800. At the RTN of ≈−1250, the two solitons start to
repel from each other. As a result, one of the solitons annihilates,
leaving behind the other one evolving into the stablemode-locked
laser pulse inside the laser cavity.
Besides experiencing the raised RO stage, the evolution

dynamics of S-MLFL can also experience the Q-switching stage
with the development of four stages, including initial spon-
taneous noise, Q-switching stage, spectral beating stage, and
finally stable mode-locking stage with the schematic diagram
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Figure 2. Real-time investigation of buildup and evolution dynamics in the S-MLFL. a) Experimental results measured through the TS-DFT technique
and b) its spectral information of stable MLFL. c) Expanded view of the fifth laser spike in (a). d,e) Expanded views of the Q-ML in (c). f) Formation of
S-MLFL from Q-ML and beating into stable mode-locking. g) Single-shot spectrum measured at the last frame in (f). h) Optical spectrum of S-MLFL
measured via an optical spectrum analyzer. i) Close up of the beating dynamics in (f). j) Observation via a direct measurement without TS-DFT technique.
Reproduced with permission.[7] Copyright 2019, Chinese Laser Press.

illustrated in Figure 4a.[43] The reason behind this difference is
the integration of CNT-SA with different modulation depth and
nonsaturable loss. The CNT-SA with lower modulation depth
and higher nonsaturable loss results in the evolution dynamics
through the Q-switching stage rather than the raised RO stage.

Therefore, a polarization independent CNT-SA with higher
modulation depth and lower nonsaturable loss can suppress
the unstable Q-switched lasing to reduce the buildup time in an
optimized laser system.[7] The red curve in Figure 4a indicates
the pumping strength increases rapidly (≈0.1 ms) and remains

Laser Photonics Rev. 2023, 2200763 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2200763 (5 of 32)
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Figure 3. Real-time investigation of buildup and evolution dynamics in the S-MLFL with transient bound-state. a) Experimental resultsmeasured through
the TS-DFT technique and b) its spectral information of stableMLFL. c) Interferogram revealing the evolution fromQ-ML, beating, transient bound-state,
and finally stable mode-locking stages. d) Dynamics of the solitons mapped in the interaction plane over 1000 roundtrips. 𝛼 is the relative phase of the
two solitons and R is the radius corresponds to the bound-state separation. e) Fourier transformation of transient bound-state regime over consecutive
roundtrips. f) The relative phase between both solitons along with roundtrips. Reproduced with permission.[7] Copyright 2019, Chinese Laser Press.

constant afterward. As can be seen from the black curve, the
Q-switched pulse is about three to four orders of magnitude
longer than the mode-locked soliton. Multiple pulses coexist
during the beating dynamics stage, where one dominant pulse
evolves into a soliton in the stable mode-lock stage. An exper-
imental result of the entire buildup process of laser solitons is
presented in Figure 4b. The population inversion is higher in
the gain medium when 0 < TS < 6.7 ms, where TS is the time
of spontaneous noise. In this TS region, stimulated emission
becomes dominant for the formation of Q-switched laser with
pulse interval (TQ) of 0.12 ms. Random pulsing period was

observed in the Q-switched laser pulsing with duration lasting
for ≈1 min. In addition, multiple sub-nanosecond laser pulses
with different peak powers coexist in the laser cavity within the
beating stage. After the elimination of these multiple pulses
at the end of beating stage, the dominant pulse evolves into a
stationary soliton mode-locked laser with round-trip time (TR)
of ≈58.975 ns that corresponds to the laser cavity length with
fundamental repetition rate of ≈16.956 MHz. An interfero-
gram showing the buildup and evolution dynamics of stable
mode-locked laser, after the Q-switching and beating stages are
portrayed in Figure 4c. The x-axis indicates the time within a

Laser Photonics Rev. 2023, 2200763 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2200763 (6 of 32)
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Figure 4. Real-time investigation of buildup and evolution dynamics in the S-MLFL experiencing Q-switching stage. a) Schematic diagram showing
various transition stages from initial noise, QS pulse, beating dynamics to stable mode-lock soliton. b) Experimental results of the entire evolution
process of S-MLFL. c) Real-time interferogram in the transition phase, corresponding to the time interval “M” in (b). Reproduced with permission.[43]

Copyright 2019, American Physical Society.

Figure 5. Real-time observation and spectral evolution dynamics. a,b) Soliton, c,d) stretched pulse, and e,f) dissipative soliton. Reproduced with
permission.[44] Copyright 2019, Chinese Laser Press.

single round-trip from 0 to 58.975 ns, whereas the y-axis encloses
the entire buildup and evolution process from spontaneous noise
to stable S-MLFL across consecutive roundtrips. A theoretical
model showing the beating dynamics relating to multiple pulses
based on generalized NLSE was numerically simulated.[43]

Apart from CNT-SA, the buildup and evolution dynamics of
S-MLFL was reported using semiconductor saturable absorber
mirror (SESAM), which also experiences Q-ML stage prior to the
final stable mode-locking stage.[28] This observation matches the
tendency like those reported previously by Liu et al.[43] A sliding
fringe pattern was observed in the transient stage between the
interval of Q-switching and stable mode-locking. In the stable

mode-locking stage, temporally separated pulses with different
relative phases were observed. Nevertheless, only the dominant
pulse with the highest intensity survives and finally forms the
stable S-MLFL.
Besides the birth and evolution process of stable S-MLFL, the

investigation into extinction dynamics is also an important study.
The real-time investigation of the birth and extinction dynamics
in a single-walled carbon nanotube saturable absorber (SWCNT-
SA) integrated S-MLFL was conducted with a net GVD of ≈−0.2
ps2 as presented in Figure 5a.[44] The birth stage starts with the
generation of a strong Q-ML laser spike and the raised RO lasts
for ≈1 ms. After the raised RO stage, the S-MLFL experiences

Laser Photonics Rev. 2023, 2200763 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2200763 (7 of 32)
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Figure 6. Investigation of the transient laser dynamics in DS-MLFL through direct photodetector measurement. a) Observation of Q-ML stage before
stable mode-locking stage over a period of ≈100ms. b) Record of Q-ML stage from region b in (a) over 2.6 million roundtrips. Q-ML consists of transient
burst of temporal width ≈10 μs, which was separated by 70 μs. The expanded view shows unstable ML pulses were generated with an ≈50 ns period
under each burst. c) Stable mode-locking stage with regular pulse train. Reproduced with permission.[50] Copyright 2018, Springer Nature.

beating dynamics before achieving the stablemode-locking stage.
When the laser pump was turned off, the S-MLFL pulses last for
≈0.3 ms and then vanish rapidly due to exponentially increased
loss of the SWCNT-SA. However, when the turn-off time is sev-
eralmilliseconds longer than the relaxation time of gain fiber, i.e.,
≈1.5 ms, the lasing spike can be observed again after ≈1.5 ms,
which is due to the accumulation process of population inver-
sion. After this lasing spike, the gain is less than the intracavity
loss, thus leading to the fluctuation and eventually annihilation
of laser. The fluctuation can be reduced or even suppressed com-
pletely, with a faster turn-off time and suitable laser cavity design.
A similar extinction dynamic of S-MLFL was observed, which re-
veals that the extinction process could be speeded up by blocking
the pump power at a faster speed.[45] Figure 5b illustrates the real-
time spectral evolution dynamics for the birth and extinction of a
soliton. The white box indicates the beating dynamics where the
strong Q-ML laser spike occurs prior to the formation of stable
mode-lock laser stage. During the extinction process, the Kelly’s
sidebands of the S-MLFL start to be evaded and finally the central
peak was extinguished.

3.1.2. Dissipative Soliton (DS)

The dissipative soliton operates in the normal dispersion regime,
leading to high pulse energy generation in fiber laser cavities.[46]

The dissipative effects in the dissipative soliton lead to consid-
erably complex dynamics.[47,48] During the formation of DS in
MLFL, a largely chirped pulses in the normal dispersion region
exhibit rectangular profile with sharp edges.[49] Prior to the for-
mation of stable mode-lock laser, two sharp spectral peaks with
oscillating structures were observed on both edges of the pulse

spectrum. Therefore, an investigation into the buildup and evo-
lution dynamics of DS-MLFL is important to understand its un-
derlying features and mechanisms. The DS-MLFL was studied
in an EDFL integrated with both NPR method and CNT-SA.[49]

The evolution trajectory of the DS-MLFL is quite similar to the S-
MLFL, which shows the evolution from raised RO stage, and the
dominant peak with the highest intensity undergoes the some
beating process and eventually forms the stable mode-locking
stage.[44] A major difference between DS-MLFL and S-MLFL is
that the highest structured spectral spikes spread along both
edges for DS, whereas the highest spectral components with
strong spectral oscillation are located at the central part of mode-
locked soliton during the buildup process. Moreover, the high
amplitude waves were observed during the buildup process of
the DS-MLFL, which marks the difference from the S-MLFL.
Figure 6 shows the transient laser dynamics in the DS-MLFL

generated via direct photodetector measurement.[50] Figure 6a
shows a time window of 130 ms, which corresponds to 2.6
million cavity roundtrips to observe the evolution of DS-MLFL.
A transient time of ≈100 ms was observed with the Q-ML
operation prior to the formation of stable mode-locking stage. By
viewing the region “b” from the Q-ML stage, a series of transient
burst with a temporal width of ≈10 μs separated by a ≈70 μs
period was observed, as plotted in Figure 6b. The expanded view
in Figure 6b reveals an irregular mode-locked pulse train under
each burst, which confirms the Q-ML characteristic. A stable
mode-locked pulse train is shown in Figure 6c, which illustrates
a regular pulse train of constant intensity. The measurement was
done directly with a photodetector. Hence, even with a detection
bandwidth of 30 GHz, the temporal width of the pulses recorded
by the photodetector is ≈30 ps, precluding any detailed study
of the underlying soliton dynamics in the transient regime.

Laser Photonics Rev. 2023, 2200763 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2200763 (8 of 32)
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Figure 7. Real-time investigation of buildup and evolution dynamics in an almost chirped free DS-MLFL using PMF. Spectral and field autocorrelation
evolutions for a,b) BMS, c,d) Ux component, and e,f) Uy component. Reproduced with permission.[55] Copyright 2022, Springer Nature.

Therefore, the TS-DFT technique is powerful tool to reveal a
complete buildup and evolution process of the transient soliton
dynamics in the DS-MLFL.
During the buildup and evolution process of a DS-MLFL in-

tegrated with a SWCNT-SA, spectral broadening and breath-
ing behavior of transient dissipative structures were generated
asynchronously.[51] For pump powers between single-soliton and
multisoliton mode-locking regimes, the generation of mutu-
ally ignited transient solitons transforms the energy in a quan-
tizedmanner along the soliton propagation.[52] Subsequently, the
evolution dynamics of DS-MLFL experiences energy quantiza-
tion, SPM-induced spectral broadening, and Raman soliton self-
frequency shifting, thus leading to the generation of oscillations
and breathing spectral peaks. Furthermore, the real-time inves-
tigation of the buildup and evolution dynamics in the DS-MLFL
was also reported in amode-locked YDFLwith a net normal GVD
of 0.056 ps2 using the NPR technique.[53,54] The entire buildup
and evolution process includes four stages, i.e., raised RO, spec-
tral broadening, transient chaotic state, and finally stable DS-
MLFL state.
An almost chirped-free DS-MLFL was designed with a hybrid-

structured all-normal dispersion ytterbium-doped laser cavity
consisting of a few meters of polarization maintaining fiber
(PMF).[55] A phase matching principle is followed, which imple-
ments the birefringence, normal dispersion, and nonlinear ef-
fects in order to achieve the periodic boundary condition of the
fiber laser. The phase matching principle confines the broaden-
ing of the spectrum by self-phase modulation and saturable ab-
sorption that compress the pulse in normal dispersion regime.
This unique pulse type is termed as the birefringence man-

aged soliton (BMS), which emphasizes the role of PMF in self-
consistent evolution. The two orthogonal polarized, slow (Ux)
and fast (Uy) components of the PMF were also investigated for
certain polarization states, in addition to the BMS. When a pulse
circulates in the resonator, the coupling condition between SMF
to PMF should be considered. For a certain polarization orien-
tation (𝜃), two orthogonal-polarized components along the slow
(Us) and fast axis (Uf) can be expressed as

Us = Ux cos𝜃 −Uysin𝜃 (7)

Uf = Ux sin𝜃 +Uycos𝜃 (8)

Without loss of generality, at the output terminal of the PMF,
the Us and Uf components are considered to translate into Ux
and Uy components along the SMF, respectively. The buildup
and evolution dynamics for the almost chirped-free DS-MLFL in
terms of BMS, Ux and Uy components were measured through
the TS-DFT technique as portrayed inFigure 7a,c,e, whereas their
field autocorrelations are depicted in Figure 7b,d,f, respectively.
The initial stage for all components experiences raised RO and
beating stages, prior to the spectral broadening where parts of the
soliton energy are transferred to the spectral edge thus forming
sidebands. Three laser spikes were generated during the raised
RO stage at ≈600, ≈1250, and ≈1900 roundtrips, whilst the beat-
ing patterns were observed from ≈2000 to 2400 roundtrips. The
DS-MLFL achieves the steady state at above ≈2400 roundtrips.
Both Ux and Uy display a similar evolution track to the BMS but
with asymmetrical spectral sidebands, where sidebands at longer
wavelength were observed for the Uy component, and vice versa.

Laser Photonics Rev. 2023, 2200763 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2200763 (9 of 32)
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Figure 8. Real-time interferogram showing the buildup and evolution process of stable SP-MLFL integrated with a CNT-SA. Reproduced with
permission.[59] Copyright 2019, Elsevier.

Apart from the birth and evolution dynamics, the real-time
investigation of the extinction dynamics in an SWCNT-SA inte-
grated DS-MLFL was performed with a net GVD of ≈0.02 ps2 as
presented in Figure 5e.[44] The initial stage is similar to S-MLFL
but with a stronger lasing spike prior to the stable mode-locking
stage. This may be owing to the shorter cavity length and higher
pump power in the DS-MLFL than in the S-MLFL. For instance,
the raised RO stage lasts for ≈1.5 ms before achieving stable
mode-locking stage, whose characteristics are determined by the
cavity structure and pump power. In contrast to the MLFL work-
ing in the stretched pulse regime, the shutting process of DS-
MLFL experiences obvious intensity fluctuations but exhibiting
a different evolution intensity envelope due to the different pulse
energy, pulse width, and evolution trace. Figure 5f illustrates the
spectral evolution for the starting and shutting dynamics for DS
in conjunction to Figure 5e. The spectra broaden in a short time
along with huge increase of intracavity energy, whereas some in-
terference fringes were observed. Both edges have clear fringes
that were generated due to the large pulse energy of the DS.
Next, the spectral width undergoes broadening and compression
along with the rise and fall of energy, which eventually forms a
stable DS. During the extinction process of the DS, the spectral
width and intensity of DS shows oscillation due to the variation
in the gain. The remaining population inversion can still offer
gain within the relaxation time of activator ions, but it is difficult
to support stable operation.

3.1.3. Stretched Pulse (SP)

The SP, or so-called dispersion-managed soliton, is a technique
that is capable of achieving pulse duration shorter than 100 fs
in MLFL with a net GVD of approximately zero.[56,57] The dis-
persion management with fiber span of alternating dispersion
contributes to the periodical stretching and recompression of
the laser pulses during every cavity roundtrip.[58] A real-time in-
vestigation for the entire evolution dynamics of forming a sta-

ble SP-MLFL integrated with CNT-SA at net intracavity GVD of
−0.019 ps2 is depicted in Figure 8.[59] Similar to S-MLFL and DS-
MLFL, the buildup process of SP-MLFL experiences raised RO
stage that consists of six laser spikes with approximate intervals,
and evolution stage including transient bound stage and beating
stage. Nonlinear phase shift is accumulated in the laser cavity
during pulse propagation, whilst the excessive accumulation of
this nonlinear phase shift causes wave-breaking and other insta-
bilities, i.e., transient bound stage.[60] The propagated pulse will
adjust itself due to redundant pump power tomatch the laser cav-
ity parameters, i.e., pump power, dispersion, nonlinearity, gain,
loss, etc. prior to the formation of stable SP-MLFL. Therefore,
the intensity fluctuation was observed owing to these complex
interactions before a stable SP-MLFL was generated at ≈4 × 104

roundtrips.
Apart from the above work, another real-time investigation of

the buildup and evolution dynamics in SP-MLFL was studied
with the integration of the NPR method in the laser cavity at a
net GVD of≈−0.007 ps2.[61] The real-time spectral interferogram
was measured by stretching the MLFL pulses across a 5 km SMF
with a dispersion of 18 ps (nm km)−1 at 1550 nm. Subsequently,
the MLFL pulses were attenuated before the TS-DFT system to
avoid nonlinear effects in the SMF. Instead of experiencing raised
RO stage, a giant burst containing bunches of Q-switching clus-
ters was generated during the initial stage as shown in Figure 9a.
Based on these giant bursts, each inconsistent amounts of clus-
ter consists of numerous transient Q-switching signals. Subse-
quently, each Q-switching signal is very unstable with pulse clus-
ter duration (t1) of ≈3.1 μs and the pulse cluster-to-cluster inter-
val (t2) lasts for ≈3.5 μs before reaching the final cluster at ≈73
μs. After ≈73 μs, these Q-switched signals generate a relatively
long-lasting Q-ML signal from ≈73 to 90 μs. The dashed box in
Figure 9a is enlarged in Figure 9b, prior to the formation of stable
SP-MLFL at the period of ≈90 μs.
Apart from the birth and evolution trajectories, the real-time

investigation of the birth and extinction dynamics in an SWCNT-
SA integrated SP-MLFL was conducted with a net GVD of

Laser Photonics Rev. 2023, 2200763 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2200763 (10 of 32)
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Figure 9. Real-time investigation of buildup and evolution dynamics in the
SP-MLFL. a) Time trace of pulse cluster and b) expanded view of dashed
box in (a). Reproduced with permission.[61] Copyright 2019, Optica.

≈−0.004 ps2 as presented in Figure 5c.[44] The initial stage takes
≈1 ms, whereas the raised RO and beating stages experience
a duration of ≈0.8 and ≈0.2 ms, respectively. After the beating
stage, periodic intensity fluctuation lasts for ≈4.5 ms where this
modulation is caused by the raised RO.[31] In contrast to the S-
MLFL, the instability in the SP-MLFL requires a longer time to
settle down. This is because the intensity of the SP-MLFL is mod-
ulated more intensively before the annihilation of laser pulses.
When the laser pump is turned off, the loss of the SWCNT-SA
is exponentially increased. At the time when intracavity loss is
higher than gain, an abrupt decrease in intracavity energy hap-
pens. Nonetheless, the successive pump power could still pro-
vide the accumulation of population inversion, which provides
larger gain and loss again after a period of time, leading to the
increase of intracavity energy. This process is similar to the Q-
switching regime. Figure 5d shows the evolution dynamics of the
SP-MLFL. The evolving SP is observed together with two subordi-
nate pulses which were generated via beating dynamics. An obvi-
ous periodical modulation is observed along the roundtrip, even
for the subordinate pulses. The periodicalmodulation starts from
the RO stage (White Box A), evolves continuously (White Box B)
and eventually forms a stable SP. The modulation stems from
the gain variation induced by the RO stage. Upon the extinction
process of the SP, the spectral width and intensity change in an
unstable operation manner due to the drastic change in popula-
tion inversion.
A comparison of S-, DS-, and SP-MLFLs was made in terms

of its birth and extinction process. The birth stage of S- and DS-
MLFLs is quite similar, the DS-MLFL has a stronger lasing spike
and longer raised RO time before achieving stable mode-locking
stage. On the other hand, there is an additional beating stage be-
tween RO and stable mode-locking stage during the evolution
process of the S-MLFL. For the SP-MLFL, the birth stage is differ-
ent from both S- and DS-MLFLs. The birth stage of the SP-MLFL
does not start with a strong lasing spike but from the raised RO

and beating stages. After the beating stage, a periodic intensity
fluctuation was observed. For the extinction process, the S-MLFL
shows the fastest turn-off time. Both DS- and SP-MLFL experi-
ence intensity fluctuations during the shutting process, where
the DS-MLFL has more obvious fluctuation with a larger evolu-
tion intensity envelope.

3.1.4. Soliton Similariton (SS)

The SS-MLFL exhibits small value of normal GVD with a
parabolic temporal profile and linear chirp, whereas both tempo-
ral and spectral widths evolve exponentially.[62] The investigation
of an SS-MLFL was carried out with various dynamical instabili-
ties, i.e., formation dynamics of the laser pulse, chaotic evolution,
and oscillation in the relative phase of bound-state molecules.[63]

Although the soliton similariton is considered as a robust class
of optical fiber laser,[64] instability regime, i.e., soliton explosion,
chaos, and intermittence, was still reported, which are the univer-
sal features of DS systems existing in the transition from noise
to stable MLFL.[65] In a DS system, the evolution dynamics of SS-
MLFL was studied in an NPR-integrated YDFL through the TS-
DFT technique.[66] The buildup and evolution dynamics of the
SS-MLFL experience RO stage, transient stage (spectral broaden-
ing and spectral breathing), and finally stable stage. The behavior
of pulse evolution is totally different when the parameters were
modified in the laser cavity. Therefore, the SS-MLFL exhibits dis-
tinctive evolution, i.e., in different intracavity GVD regimes. In
contrast to S-, DS-, and SP-MLFLs, 14 laser spikes with approxi-
mate intervals of ≈12 μs and random intensities were generated
for the SS-MLFL in the RO stage. Apart from the birth and evo-
lution dynamics, the extinction process of the SS-MLFL was also
observed by turning off the laser pump after the stable mode-
locking stage.[66] During the extinction process, three regimes
were recorded, including an unstable time period, a high spectral
peak over the spectrum and then a damped relaxation oscillation.
When the laser pumpwas turned off, the laser cavity becomes un-
stable, leading to highly chaotic laser pulses. However, the stable
mode-locking stage could be recovered after a short time owing to
the residue energy stored in the gain medium. Finally, the pulse
intensity starts to decrease and the laser pulse was annihilated
due to the depletion of population inversion in the gain medium.

3.2. Types of MLFL

Apart frommonitoring the birth, evolution, and extinction stages
of these solitons, several techniques were proposed to realize cer-
tain MLFL performances. For instance, harmonic mode-locking
(HML) was demonstrated to achieve higher repetition rate with
respect to multiple times of the fundamental repetition rate with-
out reducing the intracavity length. BidirectionalMLFL generates
both clockwise and counterclockwise laser channels. Here, the
real-time investigation of buildup and evolution dynamics was
studied in both HML and bidirectional MLFLs.

3.2.1. HML

HML exhibits stable and controllable time-domain characteris-
tics, which is an effective method to achieve high repetition rate

Laser Photonics Rev. 2023, 2200763 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2200763 (11 of 32)
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in MLFL.[67–69] A variety of theoretical models can be used to ex-
plain the formationmechanismofHML, such as time-dependent
gain saturation effect, refractive index acousto-optic modulation
effect,[70] and global soliton interaction.[71] HML presents an
equal distribution of pulse interval in the time domain. By in-
creasing the HML order, the pulse interval and repetition rate
will be decreased and increased by the multiple of an integer,
respectively. Therefore, high pulse repetition rate is feasible by
incorporating the HML scheme, where the investigation of the
real-time buildup and evolution dynamics is important to un-
derstand the underlying features and mechanisms of an HML
laser. The real-time measurement of buildup and evolution dy-
namics in a fifth-order HML with fundamental repetition rate of
≈8.5 MHz was investigated through the TS-DFT technique.[72]

Figure 10a shows the entire process for the formation of a stable
fifth-order HML, which reveals its evolution from spontaneous
noise to single-pulse mode-locking and eventually achieve stable
HML. At≈1.06× 105 roundtrips, a big cornerwas observedwhere
low peak power was generated after this corner thus leading to
faster pulse velocity due to relatively lower refractive index. At
≈8.2 × 105 roundtrips, ≈5 min interval was experienced by a sin-
gle laser pulse prior to the separation into five pulses at fifth-order
HML within roundtrip time of 117.3 ns. The Kelly’s sidebands
shown in the inset of Figure 10a indicate the S-MLFL regimes.
Figure 10b shows the build-up process prior to the birth of single
pulse at the big corner. Both raised RO and beating stages were
observed, where the expanded view of the beating stage reveals
the interference pattern as enclosed in Figure 10c. After the build-
up process, the evolution of HML experiences several stages, i.e.,
birth of a single pulse, SPM-induced instability, pulse splitting,
and eventually repulsion and separation of multiple pulses as
shown in Figure 10d. A conceptual representation of different
stages during the entire buildup process of the HML state, in-
cluding several nonlinear phenomena and ultrafast processes is
shown in Figure 10e. The spectral profiles weremodulated before
the big corner and cleaned after the big corner, respectively. From
numerical simulation,[72] the pulse interaction includes three fac-
tors, i.e., nonsoliton component such as dispersive or continuous
waves in the laser cavity,[73,74] gain depletion and recovery,[75,76]

and acoustic resonance[71,77] for the HML buildup and evolution
dynamics during its early, middle, and later stages, respectively.
Furthermore, the HML was also presented in a mode-locked

EDFL cavity integrated using SESAMwith a shorter cavity length
that generates fundamental repetition rate of ≈100 MHz.[78] It is
expected that different SA could contribute to different buildup
and evolution dynamics in the HML. In contrast to the investiga-
tion by Liu et al.,[72] a fourth-orderHMLwas investigated through
the TS-DFT technique, which experiences different evolution dy-
namics through four stages including self-starting of fiber laser,
giant pulse burst (Q-ML), transient state ML state, and finally
stable HML state. Apart from the conventional HML dynamics,
the investigation into real-time buildup and evolution dynam-
ics between consecutivemultiple-pulsing states in amode-locked
EDFL integrated with SWCNT-SA at fundamental repetition rate
of 44.1MHz.[79] The double-pulsing andmultipulsing states were
generated at the pump powers of 62 and 90mW, respectively. The
transition from a double-pulse state to second-order HML could
be achieved by slightly reducing the pump power up to 70 mW.
A strong laser spike intensity was observed at the pump power

of ≈69.7 mW, which corresponds to the birth of a new pulse at
≈350 000 roundtrips, while the other two original pulses in the
double-pulsing state exhibit an energy value close to their steady-
state value. The new pulse is generated from the dispersive wave
that was modulated into a narrowband pulse, which is not from
the splitting of the oscillating pulses in the laser cavity. The gen-
eration of this new pulse is different from the pulse splitting pro-
cess, which was developed from a single pulse.[72]

3.2.2. Bidirectional MLFL

Bidirectional MLFL exhibits the laser signal that propagates bidi-
rectionally in the laser cavity, which is a suitable light source for
dual-comb generation and application,[80–82] such as the recent
demonstration of 100 and 30 GHz ultrahigh repetition-rates in
bidirectional MLFL.[83] The interaction and the collision of the
two pulse trains occur in every roundtrip, thus offering a special
and excellent platform to explore the complex dynamics of bidi-
rectional MLFL. The evolution dynamics of bidirectional MLFL
is strongly influenced by the net GVD of the laser cavity.[84] For
instance, similar dynamics in terms of spectral and temporal
characteristics were observed during the buildup and evolution
process of bidirectional MLFL in the net normal GVD regime
through common gain and loss modulation.[85] On the other
hand, independent dynamics were experienced by the counter-
propagating pulses during the buildup and evolution process
of bidirectional MLFL in net anomalous GVD regime.[86] Apart
from the influence of net cavity GVD, the investigation into the
mutually induced soliton polarization instability was performed
in a bidirectional MLFL, revealing the similar periodic polariza-
tion switching behavior with a transition state of polarization
rotation.[87] The soliton maintains the initial quasi-polarization-
locked (QPL) state, experiences the next fast polarization rotation,
and reverts into the QPL state again, thus completing the po-
larization switching process. Besides the net GVD and polariza-
tion switching mechanisms, bidirectional MLFL can operate in
either synchronous or asynchronous mode with similar or differ-
ent repetition rates.[88] A real-time investigation was performed
for both synchronous and asynchronous states in a bidirectional
MLFL integrated with CNT-SA operating in a net anomalous
GVD of −0.069 ps2.[89] The simultaneous synchronous and asyn-
chronous mode-locking operations were attained by setting the
appropriate pump power and adjusting the polarization state.
When the polarization controller was adjusted in an interme-
diate state, transient switching between synchronous and asyn-
chronousmodes was observed. Based on the shot-to-shot spectral
measurement, the asynchronous mode is more frequently ob-
served than the synchronous mode. In the asynchronous mode,
the clockwise and counterclockwise pulses periodically attract to
and separate from each other with constant steps. Subsequently,
the pulse energy gradually increases or decreases when the two
laser pulses approach or walk off from each other, respectively.
On the other hand, the energy of the two laser pulses always re-
mains constant in parallel mode for synchronous mode. Besides
that, the bidirectional MLFL could be switched from the asyn-
chronous mode to the breathing synchronous mode due to the
random change in gain and nonlinearity induced by the fluctu-
ation in polarization state and pump power. This is because the
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Figure 10. Real-time investigation of buildup and evolution dynamics in the fifth-order HML. a) Entire evolution process. b) Initiation stage before big
corner. c) Expanded view of region A in (b). d) Evolution trajectories of HML from 1.835 × 104 to 1.23 × 105 roundtrips. e) Conceptual representation of
seven stages during the buildup process of HML. Reproduced with permission.[72] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH GmbH & Co.
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breathing solitons collide and interact in every roundtrip to ex-
change energy in a constant period.
Apart from integrating an SWCNT-SA, the real-time investiga-

tion of buildup and evolution dynamics in the bidirectionalMLFL
was also reported by using the combination of both SWCNT-
SA and NPR method.[86] The bidirectional MLFL exhibits a net
anomalous GVD and generates pulse durations of 570 and 790
fs for the counterclockwise and clockwise channels, respectively.
The primary pulse in each channel was generated from the tran-
sition of modulation instability through two buildup stages, i.e.,
breathing and subordinate pulse formation into the stable soli-
ton. The counterclockwise pulses undergo each evolution stage
over a different time period, even though these pulses experience
a similar evolution pattern. By contrast, the deviation in evolution
matches with different pulse intensity, which contributes to the
suppression of counterclockwise pulse and domination of clock-
wise pulse. In comparison to unidirectional soliton,[33,39] soliton
molecules were not observed in both channels. This is because
inelastic collision of counterpropagating pulses was formed dur-
ing the formation dynamics, which shows subordinate divergent
peak intensities.[90] When the intensities of these subordinate
peaks achieve the threshold values, annihilation of subordinate
pulses happens, leaving behind the dominant soliton pulse os-
cillating in the laser cavity, thus completing the entire process
and achieving stable MLFL. The bidirectional MLFL in the DS
regime was also employed for the investigation of complex mo-
tion dynamics in the MLFL, i.e., soliton breathing[91,92] and soli-
ton explosion[84] in the next section.

3.3. Complex Motion Dynamics in MLFL

Apart from the generation of high repetition rate utilizing HML
regime and bidirectional MLFL channels that produces both
clockwise and counterclockwise laser outputs, the complex mo-
tion dynamics inMLFL, i.e., solitonmolecules, soliton breathing,
soliton bifurcation, soliton explosion, soliton trapping, and opti-
cal rogue wave were experimentally observed and demonstrated
through the shot-to-shot measurement in real-time via the TS-
DFT technique.

3.3.1. Soliton Molecules (SM)

Soliton interaction includes attraction, repulsion, and
annihilation.[93] The coherent interaction of several solitons
coexisting in an MLFL cavity can result in self-assembly of stable
multisoliton bound states, which is also known as SM.[16,94] The
SM exhibits the balance between the attractive force contributed
by the GVD of bound solitons which is counteracted by the in-
tersoliton repulsive force caused by the cross-phase modulation
(XPM) effect.[95] Subsequently, two individual solitons evolve
into a bound state with fixed separation and locked relative
phase.[96,97] The real-time investigation of buildup and evolution
process in the SM-MLFL integrated with CNT-SA was measured
via the TS-DFT system.[31] The buildup and evolution dynamics
of stable SM-MLFL experience five stages, i.e., raised RO stage,
beating stage, transient single pulse, transient bound state, and
finally the stable bound state, as depicted in Figure 11a. The

Figure 11. Real-time investigation of buildup and evolution dynamics
in the SM-MLFL using CNT-SA. a) Real-time interferograms. b,c) Ex-
panded view of dashed boxes A and B in (a), respectively. Reproduced
with permission.[31] Copyright 2018, American Physical Society.

RTN was denoted as 0 upon the generation of transient single
pulse. After the raised RO stage, beating behavior was observed
at the beginning of the transient single pulse stage as depicted
in Region A of Figure 11a or its expanded view in Figure 11b.
At the RTN of 0, Kelly’s sidebands were observed, which denote
the MLFL works in the soliton regime. Later, the transient single
pulse evolves into the transient bound state after another beating
process as portrayed in Region B of Figure 11a or its expanded
view in Figure 11c. Between ≈3200 and 3800 roundtrips, the
broadening of laser spectra was observed owing to the spon-
taneous and multiple four-wave mixing (FWM) effect.[98] In
particular, the FWM occurs at ≈3500 roundtrips, whereas spec-
tral modulation arises prior to the transient bound-state. The
soliton was separated into two spectra via the second beating
process. In succession, the transient bound state starts where
two newly generated solitons interact intensively from ≈3600
to 6000 roundtrips and a stable SM-MLFL is finally formed at
≈6000 roundtrips.
Apart fromCNT-SA, the real-time investigation of buildup and

evolution dynamics in SM-MLFL based on the NPR method was
also characterized via the TS-DFT technique.[97] The formation
of SM-MLFL was investigated in both ground and excited states.

Laser Photonics Rev. 2023, 2200763 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2200763 (14 of 32)
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Figure 12. Real-time investigation of buildup and evolution dynamics in the SM-MLFL using the NPR method. a) Ground-state and b) excited-state
SM-MLFLs. Reproduced with permission.[97] Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH GmbH & Co.

The ground-state SM-MLFL possesses a lower energy that con-
sists of bound solitons with a shorter separation, whereas the
excited-state SM-MLFL exhibits higher energy, which comprises
bound solitons with a larger separation.[99] Moreover, the effects
of the polarization state in the laser cavity were investigated for
both ground and excited-state SM-MLFLs. For ground-state SM-
MLFL, the time separation of double solitons wasmeasured to be
1.8 ps. The pulse separation of the SM-MLFL (Δ𝜏) was calculated
according to its relationship with the modulation period (Δ𝜆0)[32]

Δ𝜏 =
𝜆20(

c ⋅ Δ𝜆0
) (9)

where 𝜆0 is the center wavelength and c is the speed of light
in vacuum. The interferogram in Figure 12a shows the evolu-
tion dynamics before the formation of the static ground-state
SM-MLFL. At ≈250 roundtrips, well-defined intensity patterns
were observed. The mode-locking stage starts to produce a wide-
bandwidth soliton signal at ≈250 roundtrips which lasts until
≈750 roundtrips in Stage 1. At ≈750 roundtrips, double solitons
were generated whilst the single peak was divided into three soli-
ton peaks. Next, soliton repulsion occurs prior to the generation
of these soliton peaks at ≈875 roundtrips in Stage 2. Then, soli-
tons attract each other from ≈875 to 2750 roundtrips before soli-
ton vibration occurs in Stage 3. Finally, stable SM was generated
at ≈3500 roundtrips. Furthermore, the buildup and evolution dy-
namics of excited-state SM-MLFL is presented in Figure 12b. In
contrast to ground-state SM-MLFL, the repulsive interaction in
the excited-state SM-MLFL dominates the final stage of the entire
process. The generation of bound solitons was predicted with the

overlapping of oscillatory tails at≈3000 roundtrips,[100] which has
been validated through experimental work.[101] Apart from sta-
tionary SM, evolving behaviors in the SM-MLFL were observed,
such as the monotonically increased and decreased phase differ-
ence and pulse separation, chaotically hopping phase difference
and pulse separation, and periodically flipping phase difference
by adjusting the pump power and polarization states.[102]

Apart from the soliton regime, the investigation of SM-MLFL
in the DS regime was also carried out in a mode-locked EDFL in-
tegrated with a polarization-dependent optical module.[103] The
interferogram in Figure 13a shows the buildup and evolution dy-
namics of the stable SM-MLFL. A single soliton undergoes soli-
ton splitting and complex multipulse evolution before the stable
SM-MLFLwas formed.[31,97] However, two pulses were formed di-
rectly at the initial stage of the field autocorrelation trace derived
from the TS-DFT technique in Figure 13bwith the absence of sin-
gle soliton splitting, but the pulse experiences strong repulsion
before the formation of stable SM-MLFL.[103] For instance, the
formation of mode-locking was observed at ≈1600 roundtrips,
where two solitons were developed from background noise with
separation between these solitons at 4.3 ps. The soliton repulsion
occurs at≈540 roundtrips for two solitons leading to a stable soli-
ton separation of 42 ps at ≈2140 roundtrips. The black line over-
laid in Figure 13b indicates the energy evolution with an over-
shooting at ≈1600 roundtrips that characterizes the transition
from soliton repulsion stage into mode-locking stage. Figure 13c
displays the expanded view of the dashed rectangle in Figure 13a,
suggesting a slight sliding phase in the pulse evolution while
keeping temporal separation due to higher frequencies as the
RTN is increased.[21,96] Figure 13d shows the corresponding tem-
poral intensity evolution measured through photodetection.

Laser Photonics Rev. 2023, 2200763 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2200763 (15 of 32)
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Figure 13. Real-time investigation of buildup and evolution dynamics in the SM-MLFL operating at the DS regime. a) Interferogram and b) its cor-
responding field autocorrelation derived from the TS-DFT technique. c) Expanded view of dashed box in (a). d) Intensity evolution of the temporal
waveform. Reproduced with permission.[103] Copyright 2020, Optica.

In addition to the buildup and evolution dynamics of the SM-
MLFL working at DS regime, other SM-MLFL working at the
same regime was designed with net normal GVD of 0.045 and
0.0037 ps2 in the NPR-integrated laser cavities.[104,105] Accord-
ing to the investigation of evolution dynamics using the TS-
DFT technique in both studies, the SM-MLFL shows modula-
tion due to the double pulsing effect whereas the position of
the spectral peaks evolves quasi-periodically along consecutive
roundtrips. Fourier transformation was applied and the corre-
sponding field autocorrelation reveals the existence of three soli-
ton peaks with a constant temporal separation. For instance,
the three soliton peaks generate two pulses in field autocorre-
lations with pulse durations and pulse separations of ≈6 and
23 ps,[104] and ≈2.5 and ≈62.7 ps,[105] respectively. The energy
was exchanged during the SM collision when noise structure
appears.[106] This phenomenon was previously demonstrated for
vector soliton collision.[107,108] The noise structure denotes the
splitting of one or both solitons in the SM-MLFL. The moving
SM along the consecutive roundtrips causes energy fluctuation
and unequal intensities of the two pulses. Hence, the stronger
pulse shows a higher tendency to split than the weaker pulse. Be-
sides, an NPR-integrated mode-locked EDFL cavity was designed
for the investigation of SM-MLFL in a dual-wavelength fiber laser

centered at ≈1532 and ≈1561 nm.[109] The long-wavelength SM-
MLFL recovers to the initial state after soliton collision, whereas
the short-wavelength SM-MLFL shows multiple intensive repul-
sion and attraction with energy transfer between leading and
trailing soliton edges, leading to the formation of triplet SM with
multiple switching behavior. In addition, both SM-MLFLs show
differences in oscillating and sliding phase evolution, which in-
dicates themultiple stabilizationmechanisms of the complex DS
system. In addition, the real-time investigation of the soliton col-
lision dynamics employing a similar dual-wavelength MLFL cav-
ity was presented.[110] Two intriguing features were observed in
the spectral evolution that denotes the soliton collision, which in-
clude the spectral fringes on the main lobe and the rebuilding of
Kelly’s sidebands with wavelength drifting. This spectral evolu-
tion was induced by the interference dynamics between the soli-
ton and the dispersive waves during the soliton collision process.
Apart from the NPR method, the buildup and evolution dy-

namics of the SM-MLFL were also investigated by integrating
an SESAM into a ytterbium-doped fiber laser (YDFL) with a net
normal GVD of 0.034 ps2.[28] The pulse was initiated from a nar-
row spectrum to modulation instability during the birth stage.
Then, the two oscillating spectral peaks were generated at ≈100
roundtrips, which achieve steady state with two fixed solitons

Laser Photonics Rev. 2023, 2200763 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2200763 (16 of 32)
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Figure 14. Real-time investigation of breathing dynamics in a DS-MLFL. A,D,G) Shot-to-shot measurement over 500 consecutive roundtrips with in-
creasing pump current. B,E,H) Temporal evolution of pulse intensity over consecutive roundtrips. C,F,I) Shot-to-shot spectra recorded at the maximum
and minimum roundtrips within a period. Reproduced with permission.[18] Copyright 2019, American Association for the Advancement of Science.

in the final stage. In the final stage, an oscillating and sliding
fringe pattern was observed for the SM-MLFL. Besides the oscil-
lating and sliding fringe pattern, the soliton shaking motion in
the SM-MLFL was also observed in a mode-locked EDFL at a net
GVDof−0.0031 ps2 through the TS-DFT technique.[21] By setting
an appropriate pump power and adjusting the polarization state
of the laser cavity, soliton pairs with simplex oscillatory dynam-
ics, shaking soliton pair with quasi-chaotic-periodically evolving
phase oscillation and sliding phase dynamics were experimen-
tally observed. Apart from the simple oscillatory dynamics, the
degree of freedom of the dynamics in soliton pairs could be fur-
ther explored. The interferogram in real-time measurement pro-
vides access to multifold internal dynamics. Therefore, the shak-
ing soliton pairs were generated by the superposition of multi-
ple oscillatory motions.[111] These oscillatory motions appear in
both quasi-periodic and chaotic regimes. Moreover, the combi-
nation of different internal dynamics contributes to shaking soli-
ton pairs with sliding phase dynamics. For instance, the gain dy-
namics and soliton interactions facilitate these multifold internal
dynamics, governed by the subtle energy flows between each con-
stituent.
Apart from EDFL and YDFL, the investigation of spectral evo-

lution in soliton molecules was performed at a ≈1.7 μm thulium-
doped fiber laser (TDFL) using the NPR method.[112] The SMF-
28e can be used as the dispersive medium due to its acceptable
loss at this waveband. Therefore, the TS-DFT was performed by

stretching the mode-locked laser pulse through a 10 km SMF-
28e, which resolves a shot-to-shot interference pattern of the
spectrum for the soliton molecule. An interference pattern of the
soliton molecule is kept constant as a function of roundtrips, de-
noting the soliton molecule is stable without evolving phase re-
lationship of the two solitons. Apart from soliton molecule, sin-
gle and double pulse operations were also observed using a low
pump power and adjusting the polarization states, respectively.
This work shows possibility for the application of the TS-DFT
method in other operating wavelengths than ≈1.06 and 1.55 μm.

3.3.2. Soliton Breathing

The soliton breathers exhibit a localized and oscillatory evolu-
tion track for energy evolution.[113] In a DS-MLFL system, soliton
breathing dynamics has dynamically oscillatory behavior in con-
trast to the stationary DS.[18,114] Nevertheless, both breathing DS
in stationary and dynamical states can form stable bound states
by displaying molecular dynamics. The real-time soliton breath-
ing dynamics were investigated with a EDFL mode-locked with
the NPR method at a net normal GVD of 0.14 ps2 through the
TS-DFT technique.[18] The breathing DS could be achieved by
monitoring two major factors, i.e., pump power and polarization
state. The spectral and temporal evolutions of the breathing DS-
MLFL over consecutive roundtrips are depicted in Figure 14a,b.

Laser Photonics Rev. 2023, 2200763 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2200763 (17 of 32)
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Figure 15. a) Bifurcation diagram of the breathing DS in a mode-locked EDFL. b–e) Interferogram for real-time shot-to-shot spectral information for
Points a, b, c, and d in (a). Reproduced with permission.[117] Copyright 2019, American Physical Society.

According to the spectral information, compression and stretch-
ing of pulse spectrum were observed periodically within ≈170
roundtrips. The pulse evolution across consecutive roundtrips is
periodic, which agrees with the observation of single and dual-
soliton pulsating regimes.[115] Hence, the variation of peak in-
tensity was observed in every period. The pulse energy is de-
duced by integrating the power spectral density over the entire
wavelength band as depicted in the white curve of Figure 14a.
The magnitude difference between the highest and the lowest
energy within each period varied by ≈2 times. The pulse spec-
trum at the maximum and minimum roundtrips within a pe-
riod is illustrated in Figure 14c. The fringes were formed at the
edges of 85 roundtrips (RT-85) due to the shock wave dynam-
ics in the DS regime.[116] The breathing ratio is defined as the
ratio between the largest to the narrowest spectrum within a
period.[91] The formation of a stationary DS is denoted by the
breathing ratio of 1.[18] By increasing the pump power, the breath-
ing ratios decreased from 1.35, 1.05 to ≈1 in Figure 14a,d,g,
respectively.

Apart from the investigation above, the experimental measure-
ment of the explosion of a breathing DS, prior to the formation of
the breathing DS in a mode-locked EDFL cavity integrated with
the NPRmethod, was performed at lower pump power as shown
in Figure 15a.[117] By increasing pump power thresholds of ≈106,
≈113, and ≈128 mW, breathing DS explosion, breathing DS, and
CWmode-locking stages were achieved, respectively. Figure 15b–
e illustrates the dynamics of shot-to-shot spectral information,
which represents Points a, b, c, and d, in Figure 15a, respectively.
In the breathing DS explosion stage, a weak tendency of breath-
ing DS instability was observed at higher pump powers across 0
to 5000 roundtrips. For the breathing DS, periodic spectral evolu-
tion was disturbed by broad and chaotic pulse spectra, denoting
the explosion of breathing DS with periodic energy variation in
relatively weaker and narrower spectra from 0 to 1000 roundtrips.
Therefore, the breathing mechanism was not observed for the
stable CW mode-locking stage.
Furthermore, the DS-MLFL operating in the soliton simi-

lariton regime was also spectrally characterized by multipulse

Laser Photonics Rev. 2023, 2200763 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2200763 (18 of 32)
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Figure 16. a) Real-time investigation of breathing dynamics in the BSPMs. Shot-to-shot spectral information (a) over consecutive roundtrips and b)
at RTN-40 and RTN-100. Temporal intensity profile c) over consecutive roundtrips and d) at RTN-40 and RTN-100. Reproduced with permission.[18]

Copyright 2019, American Association for the Advancement of Science.

soliton complexes with breathing behavior, as revealed through
the TS-DFT technique.[118] These multipulse complexes consist
of two to nine circulating dissipative solitons exhibiting picosec-
ond pulse duration with temporal separations from ≈5 to 40 ns.
In addition, multipulse complexes separated by ≈40 ps coexists
with multiple single pulses separated by ≈30 ns were presented
for the SM-MLFL. The breathing dynamics of the multipulse
complexes were observed over hundreds of roundtrips. The
multipulse breather regime reveals the presence of breathing
soliton molecules for the DS-MLFL operating in the soliton
similariton regime.
Besides the breathing DS, real-time shot-to-shot spectral in-

formation for evolution from a stationary soliton to a pulsat-
ing soliton was reported in an S-MLFL integrated with the NPR
method at a net anomalous GVD of ≈−0.1 ps2.[119] The inten-
sity of the resonant Kelly’s sidebands could be enhanced dra-
matically before the generation of soliton modulation instability
by increasing the pump power. However, the soliton intensity is
just slightly increased in spite of the enormously increased res-
onant Kelly’s sidebands intensity. Therefore, the minor increase
of soliton intensity leads to a huge intracavity perturbation, thus
inducing phase matching to achieve soliton modulation insta-
bility owing to the interaction between soliton and dispersive
waves.[120] Moreover, further increase in pump power leads to
breathing S-MLFL with more chaotic parametric sidebands, dra-
maticmultipulsing dynamics, and dispersive wave instability. For
instance, the breathing S-MLFL with chaotic pulsating features
was demonstrated with higher pump power and adjustable po-
larization states.[121]

Apart from the breathing soliton, the breathing soliton pair
molecules (BSPMs) were also investigated in an SP-MLFL inte-
grated with the NPR method at net GVD of ≈0.002 and −0.0031
ps2.[18,122] The peak power clamping effect saturates the laser
pulse to provide higher peak power in the SP-MLFL regime.[123]

Figure 16a reveals the spectral information of the BSPM motion
dynamics over consecutive roundtrips. The BSPM exhibits the
interference pattern that is present in the typical spectra of the
SM-MLFL.[16] The shot-to-shot spectra of the largest and smallest
widths of the BSPM within a period at RTN-40 and RTN-100 are
depicted in Figure 16b. The large periodic variations experienced
by the spectral width do not influence the separation of spectral
intensity peaks, which remains constant as 0.18 nm over consec-
utive roundtrips. Figure 16c reveals the corresponding temporal
intensity profile of the BSPM over consecutive roundtrips, which
exhibits a constant intramolecular temporal separation of 45 ps.
From Figure 16d, the temporal intensity profiles at RTN-40 and
RTN-100 shows the breathing dynamics of the BSPMs.
Apart from the conventional breathing DS, soliton, and SP,

the real-time investigation of soliton breathing dynamics in
breather complexes, i.e., breathing soliton molecules (BSMs)
and breathing soliton pairs (BSPs) were studied in bidirectional
MLFLs.[91,92] The switching dynamics in the BSMs could be trig-
gered by saturable absorption parameters and the control of po-
larization states that exhibits two dynamics, i.e., constant pulse
separation or strong repulsion after switching process. The col-
lision of counterpropagating BSMs is responsible for the time-
varying separations between the breathers and transient pulse
splitting during the switching process. The gain depletion and

Laser Photonics Rev. 2023, 2200763 © 2023 Wiley-VCH GmbH2200763 (19 of 32)
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Figure 17. Real-time investigation of breathing dynamics in the BQMs. a) Temporal intensity profiles over consecutive roundtrips and at b) RT-75 and
RT-369. c) Shot-to-shot spectral information over consecutive roundtrips and at d) RT-75 and RT-369. Reproduced with permission.[113] Copyright 2021,
Wiley-VCH GmbH & Co.

recovery provide the intensive repulsion and transient twist of the
BSM, whereas the gain and the loss dynamics play the role in the
switching of the BSM. On top of that, the collision of the BSPs
due to the counterpropagating breathing solitons increases the
intensity of optical rogue waves, which causes the dissociation
and annihilation of the BSPs in the bidirectional MLFLs. During
the buildup of the BSMs, multiple single soliton explosion and
instantaneous pulse splitting are its distinct features, in contrast
to the BSPs with nanosecond pulse separation.
Furthermore, real-time investigation of breather-quartet

molecules (BQMs) in an NPR-integrated mode-locked EDFL
was studied.[113] The temporal intensity profile of the four
BQMs was observed with large periodic intensity variations over
≈1000 roundtrips as portrayed in Figure 17a. The background
with a relatively low intensity was formed by slowing decaying
dispersive waves radiated by the breathers, which is important
for the long-range operation of BQMs.[124,125] Nearly an order of
magnitude change in the peak intensities was observed between
RT-75 and RT-369 as shown in Figure 17b. According to the shot-
to-shot spectral information in Figure 17c, the BQM exhibits a
typical interference pattern like those present in the spectrum of
the SM-MLFL.[16] The energy of the BQM indicated in the white
curve in Figure 17c was deduced by the integration of power
spectral density over the entire waveband, which evolves over
consecutive roundtrips synchronously. The spectrum evolves
periodically over consecutive roundtrips. The compression and
the stretching of the pulses were observed in the vicinity where
they reach the lowest and highest peak intensities, respectively.
The spectral width at RT-369 is nearly eight times wider than that

at RT-75 as presented in Figure 17d. The Kelly’s sidebands ex-
hibited in the RT-369 denote the radiation of resonant dispersive
waves from solitons when disrupted by lumped nonlinear losses
and intracavity components in a roundtrip.[126] The periodical
emission of these dispersive waves occurs during hundreds of
cavity periods with synchronous oscillation at both the center
wavelength and the wavelengths of Kelly’s sidebands.[124] These
wavelength oscillations were contributed by both dispersive
waves and XPM of the BQMs. The breathing dynamics of the
BQMs were numerically simulated via the NLSE, which was
solved with standard symmetric split-step Fourier algorithm.[127]

From the numerical result, soliton creeping behavior was ob-
served with periodic asymmetric temporal profiles and shifting
in center wavelengths during the soliton breathing process.
A recent demonstration of a fiber laser working in the breath-

ing soliton regime shows frequency locking at Farey fractions.[128]

This frequency-locked breather states are robust toward pump
power and polarization variations, and breathing frequency with
a narrow linewidth and a high signal-to-noise ratio. A fractal di-
mension of the winding numbers of breathers approaches that of
devil’s staircase, denoting the universal nature of a laser. There-
fore, the investigation of universal dynamics in frequency lock-
ing is feasible by the demonstration of this breather mode-locked
fiber laser. For instance, a universal frequency-locking process
was tailored in a close-loop laser resonator via the nonlinear in-
teraction between the cavity repetition rate provided by the laser
resonator and the breathing frequency. This generates frequency-
locked breathers, which have excellent stability against perturba-
tions in pump power and polarization. Besides, dispersion is very
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Figure 18. Period-2 solitons of a mode-locked EDFL. a) Optical spectrum (blue line) and TS-DFT spectra of two successive roundtrips (green and orange
lines). b) Evolution map showing oscillation of two successive roundtrips. c) Evolution of the first-order temporal autocorrelation trace over consecutive
roundtrips through Fourier transformation of the TS-DFT spectra in (b). Characterizations of multiple period oscillations in terms of d) evolution map,
e) evolution of total pulse intensity (red line) and intensity close to 𝜆i (black line) as a function of roundtrip number, and f) Fourier transformation of
intensity close to 𝜆i revealing periodicity of 7 roundtrips (f = 1/7). Reproduced with permission.[135] Copyright 2023, Wiley-VCH GmbH & Co.

important to generate frequency locking of breathers. Therefore,
the laser cavity should be designed with a nearly zero net disper-
sion, where the frequency locking of breathers does not occur for
laser operating in moderate or large normal dispersion regimes.
The former dispersion regime oscillates with a period ranging
from several to dozens of round trips, whilst the latter dispersion
regime generally features a much longer period of the order of
hundreds of round trips, indicating different underlying forma-
tion mechanisms.

3.3.3. Soliton Bifurcation

A bifurcation occurs when a major change was generated to the
organication of a system due to a minor change in physical pa-
rameters. A period-doubling bifurcation (PDB) is important in a
periodic system, which is being prevalent in all disciplines involv-
ing nonlinear dynamics. Hence, an investigation to the dynamics
of PDB and its subsequent destabilization is essential to mon-
itor a nonlinear system such as an MLFL dissipative oscillator.
The PDB generates a periodic oscillation of the pulse parameters
when monitored at a fixed soliton solution such that the laser dy-
namics could be qualified as a pulsating DS regime.[129–131] A pul-
sating solitons involve short-period pulsation (SPP), long-period
pulsation (LPP), or multiple-period pulsation (MPP).[132] Amajor
difference between SPP and LPP is the bifurcation mechanism,
such that the pumppower is decreased from the region of station-
ary mode-locking for the LPP,[18,133] whilst the SPP always occurs

beyond the stationary mode-locking region.[132,134] Moreover, the
MPP reveals a complex intertwined bifucation region of the SPP
and LPP.
The experimental observation of the SPP for stable period-2

pulsating solitons in an MLFL at ≈1560 nm was presented with
a real-time TS-DFT measurement.[135] The MLFL was realized
through the NPRmethod at a pump power of≈80mW,whereas a
1.3 km DCF was employed as the dispersive medium for the TS-
DFT setup. Figure 18a,b reveals a period of two roundtrips for
the soliton spectrum measured through the TS-DFT setup. The
oscillation is observed within a narrowband near the center of the
soliton spectrum, which leaves a tiny bump as a hint. Figure 18c
presents the first-order autocorrelation trace obtained through
the Fourier transformation of the single-shot TS-DFT spectra
from Figure 18b, which shows a deformation from typical bell-
shaped soliton with extended tails bearing faint oscillations. This
deformation is emanated from dispersive waves, which are radi-
ated out periodically from the soliton. The experimental observa-
tion of the LPP with period-7 pulsating solitons was observed at a
pump power between 80 and 90 mW. Figure 18d shows the oscil-
lating spectral patterns with the periodically changing center part
of the optical spectrum, whilst the recurrence was observed at ev-
ery 7 roundtrips. This period-7 pulsating solitons are manifested
in Figure 18e, which was extracted from the TS-DFT measure-
ment. The black line indicates the intensity close to the center
wavelength (𝜆i) of 1571 nm, whereas the red line denotes the total
intensity of the pulse, showing a nearly constant intensity within
the noise fluctuations of the oscilloscope, making an illustration
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Figure 19. Transient dynamics of pulsating solitons under a millisecond ramp up of the pump power. a) Spectral evolution over consecutive roundtrips.
b) Evolution of spectral intensity at 𝜆i. c) Fourier transformation of spectral intensity pulsation at 𝜆i. Reproduced with permission.[135] Copyright 2023,
Wiley-VCH GmbH & Co.

of “invisible” pulsation. In Figure 18f, a Fourier transformation
of the intensity close to the 𝜆i was performed on a full acquisition
of 1600 roundtrips, which shows a periodicity of 7 roundtrips (f
= 1/7).
The transient dynamics of the bifurcation sequences starting

from a single-period soliton and period-N solitons were studied
by increasing the pump power from 70 to 90 mW. Figure 19a
shows the evolution map over 15 000 cavity roundtrips. To shed
more light on the phenomenon and timescale at stakes, the devel-
opment of the intensity in the oscillating part of the spectrum at
the 𝜆i is presented against roundtrip number in Figure 19b. The
first and second bifurcations occur at 4000 and 8000 roundtrips,
which correspond to the 2-period pulsation and the starting of the
modulation for the oscillation envelope, respectively. A structure
emerges in the oscillation pattern between 10 500 and 12 500 cav-
ity roundtrips, which denotes the organization of the oscillating
patterns into an integer periodicity. One out of every three data
points of the same acquisition was plotted in red dots, where four
branches were observed, which indicate 12-periodicity. An inten-
sity spectrogram at 𝜆i is presented in Figure 19c. The Fourier
transformation was calculated for 1024 points of each cavity
roundtrips and the evolution of the spectral density was plot-
ted in log scale as the roundtrip number is increased. The spec-
tral density is flat for the first 4000 roundtrips, thus denoting
that the intensity at 𝜆i is not oscillating. The first and second bi-
furcations occur at ≈4000 and 8000 roundtrips, where the sig-
nal at a frequency, f = 0.5 appears rapidly which corresponds
to the 2-period oscillations and the apparition of a signal was
generated at f = 0.08, respectively. The spectrogram shows that
the frequency continuously drifts toward higher value until f =
1/12. This regime corresponds to the 12-periodicity, which is
presented in Figure 19b. After 12 500 roundtrips, the peak fre-
quency drifts toward higher frequencies. The spectrogram is re-
producible with a slightly different initial state, and two succes-
sive bifurcations with 14-periodicity (f = 1/14). Besides that, a
period-2 SPP was also presented in an MLFL operating under
the DS regime at a pump power of 437 mW, whereas the evo-
lution map was recorded through the TS-DFT technique over
20 roundtrips. Period doubling was observed at the 𝜆i of the
spectrum. The increase of pump power leads to multipulse op-
eration and chaotic behavior, which disrupts the mode-locking
operation.

3.3.4. Soliton Explosion

Akin to soliton, breathing DS exhibits explosions whereas this
laser instability was attributed to nonlinearity-mediated giant
Q-switching. Although stationary regimes of mode-locked fiber
lasers have been utilized for practical applications, understand-
ing the nonstationary regimes are very important as these insta-
bilities are detrimental to applications. A deep insight into the
conditions of the nonstationary regimes is important to design
a system and to control laser parameters to prevent these in-
stabilities. Therefore, the study of soliton explosion along with
the breathing regime is very important to improve the stability
of mode-locked lasers by considering the overlooked instability
in laser design. Upon nonlinear propagation of soliton when ex-
periencing strong energy dissipation, the sudden structural col-
lapsed soliton is robust recurrence to the original state, in which
this phenomenon is dubbed as soliton explosion.[136,137] A real-
time observation of soliton explosion dynamics was conducted
in an NPR-integrated mode-locked EDFL with a net normal
GVD regime.[138] The pump power threshold for stable MLFL is
129 mW, whereas the soliton explosion dynamics in the MLFL
was observed at the pump power threshold of 155 mW. By in-
creasing the pump power to 157 mW, the soliton explosion pro-
cess lasts for a longer time. This condition is similar to a mode-
locked EDFL working in the net anomalous GVD regime. Hence,
regardless of the net GVD regime, a more rigorous explosion
event was typically observed at higher pump power.[139] The evo-
lution of temporal intensity of DS-MLFL experiencing soliton ex-
plosion over consecutive roundtrips is illustrated in Figure 20a.
Initially, the two parent pulses separated by ≈260 ps attract each
other before merging into a single pulse at ≈9000 roundtrips.
The representative cross-sections at 5000, 10 000, and 15 000
roundtrips are illustrated in Figure 20b. In these roundtrips,
two parent pulses, merging of parent pulses and generation of
the second pulse were detected. The synchronous spectra mea-
sured by the TS-DFT technique are presented in Figure 20c.
From ≈9000 to 13 500 roundtrips, the pulse explosion has a
broad and chaotic spectrum. Figure 20d shows the representa-
tive cross-sections at 5000, 10 000, and 15 000 roundtrips. The
expanded view of the box at RT-5000 in Figure 20d is enlarged
in Figure 20e. The interference pattern observed at the RT-5000
prior to the soliton explosion event indicates the two pulses are
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Figure 20. Real-time investigation of soliton explosion dynamics in a mode-locked EDFL. a) The spatiotemporal intensity evolution. b) Three represen-
tative cross-sections in (a). c) Synchronous real-time spectra evolution. d) Three representative cross-sections in (c). e) Expanded view for RT-5000.
Reproduced with permission.[138] Copyright 2019, Springer Nature.

coherent.[139] Moreover, the pulse-to-pulse spectral interval of
0.063 nm corresponds to a temporal separation of 130 ps. This
matches with the temporal separation of ≈124 ps for RT-5000 in
Figure 20b. This soliton explosion event agrees with the mutu-
ally ignited soliton explosion phenomenon in single-soliton and
multisoliton regimes.[115,140] The multisolitons interact through
the transient gain response in the gain medium, thus lead-
ing to soliton explosion by the dynamic variation in the soliton
energy.
The soliton explosion dynamics were also investigated in an

S-MLFL at a net anomalous GVD.[139] In contrast to DS-MLFL,
the Kelly’s sidebands of stable S-MLFL were eliminated during
the soliton explosion process, whereas the transient ordering of
solitons occurs during an explosive event, thus leading to the
emergence of transient soliton molecules featured by the inter-
ference fringes. These interference fringes exist only for a few
hundreds of roundtrips before the spectra revert into the chaotic
patterns. The soliton explosion event exhibits four features: stable
MLFL, spectral collapse, destruction of Kelly’s sidebands, and fi-
nally chaotic patterns. Apart from S-MLFL, the soliton explosion
dynamics were also investigated in a bidirectional mode-locked
EDFL cavity with the soliton breathing behavior.[84] The chang-
ing of polarization state and increasing of the pump power trig-
gers the breathing soliton explosion during the build-up stage.
In the bidirectional MLFL cavity, the time-stretched waveforms
of the clockwise and counterclockwise channels are depicted in
Figure 21a,b. The bidirectional MLFL always exists in pairs and

the soliton explosion dynamics occurs almost simultaneously in
both channels. Temporal shift was observed during the soliton
explosion process.[137,141] The temporal separation of the bidirec-
tional MLFL was kept almost constant within 1 ns even though
the energy was dramatically changed during the evolution pro-
cess. In addition, similar spectral evolution was observed for
the breathing soliton dynamics of the MLFL in both directions
from background noise as shown in Figure 21c. The broaden-
ing of spectrum was attributed to the dramatically increased soli-
ton energy till Q-ML stage was achieved. Next, a sudden spec-
tral collapse was observed during the soliton explosion at ≈900
roundtrips, where the periodic spectral evolution of the soliton
breathing was disrupted by a broad and chaotic spectrum. Af-
ter the spectral collapse, the Q-ML dynamics were recovered.
Figure 21d shows the energy evolution of the bidirectionalMLFLs
for both channels. The energy dramatically increased and de-
creased during the build-up and explosion processes, respec-
tively. The apparent energy oscillation shows the breathing be-
havior of the DS-MLFL, as enclosed depicted in the inset of
Figure 21d.
In addition to mode-locked EDFL, the soliton explosion dy-

namics in a mode-locked YDFL integrated with a nonlinear am-
plifying loop mirror was investigated in the net normal disper-
sion regime.[137] The real-time shot-to-shot spectrum reveals the
soliton explosion dynamics in the transition regime of the DS-
MLFL was experimentally measured through the TS-DFT tech-
nique over 100 consecutive roundtrips as shown in Figure 22a.
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Figure 21. Real-time investigation of soliton explosion dynamics in the bidirectional MLFLs. Bidirectional SE-MLFLs propagate in the direction of a)
clockwise and b) counterclockwise. Shot-to-shot measurement of c) spectral information and d) energy evolution. Reproduced with permission.[84]

Copyright 2020, Chinese Laser Press.

Figure 22. Real-time investigation of soliton explosion dynamics in amode-locked EDFL. a) Shot-to-shotmeasurement over 100 roundtrips. b) Expanded
view of a soliton explosion event from 45 to 48 roundtrips. Reproduced with permission.[137] Copyright 2015, Optica.

When the soliton explosion occurs, the DS-MLFL collapses into
a narrower spectrumwith a higher amplitude, which then reverts
into the original state after a few roundtrips.[142] The four consec-
utive roundtrips from 45 to 48 around a particular soliton explo-
sion event are depicted in Figure 22b. Apart from the collapse

and retrieval of the pulse at ≈1028 nm, the explosion event trig-
gers the emission at ≈1075 nm for RTN at 47 roundtrips. Within
100 consecutive roundtrips, seven soliton explosion events were
observed with qualitatively similar characteristics, intermittently
without clear periodicity.
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Figure 23. Real-time investigation of soliton trapping dynamics in a mode-locked EDFL. a) Real-time spectral information and time-stretched wave-
form. b) Field autocorrelation. c) Optical spectra. d,e) Shot-to-shot spectra at RT-39 and RT-40 with and without TS-DFT technique. Reproduced with
permission.[145] Copyright 2021, Wiley-VCH GmbH & Co.

Apart from the mode-locked EDFL and YDFL, the motion
dynamics of the soliton explosion in a mode-locked TDFL
was experimentally observed in real-time through the TS-DFT
technique.[143] The mode-locked TDFL has find growing in-
terest for eye-safety applications due to the high absorption
coefficient by the hydroxide (OH−) groups at its working
wavelengths. When pump power was adjusted to a transient
pulsing state between single pulsing and double pulsing, a
chaotic state was observed, which exhibits quasi-periodic evolu-
tion. This chaotic state shows several features, which includes
period-doubling bifurcation, pulse splitting, soliton explosion,
oscillatory behavior, and energy dissipation. This stationary
soliton explosion occurs stochastically owing to the pertur-
bation induced gain fluctuations. On the one hand, periodic
soliton explosion was also observed due to soliton collision of
dual-wavelength polarization multiplexed state. An extended
recovery process was observed with multiperiodic modulation,
i.e., polarization rotation effects and energy exchange between
pulse polarization components with different birefringence
characteristics.[107,144]

3.3.5. Soliton Trapping

The soliton trapping could be induced by the XPM in a nonlinear
medium, where the birefringence and dispersion map could
alter the wavelength of soliton, either blueshift or redshift period-
ically in an MLFL.[145] The XPM induces and sustains the vector
asymmetrical soliton (VAS) with spectral period doubling, thus
showing some interesting pulse trapping trajectories. The soli-
ton trapping dynamics was studied in a MLFL integrated with an
SWCNT-SA at a net GVD of ≈−0.05 ps2.[145] Figure 23a presents
the spectral and temporal information about the motion dynam-
ics of the ST-MLFL over consecutive roundtrips. The zigzag pat-
tern shows the oscillating peak wavelengths (𝜆p) with a deviation
of ≈4.3 nm, which looks like the evolution of SM vibration.[16,21]

Figure 23b shows the corresponding field autocorrelation for
the soliton trapping dynamics of the MLFL which is ≈1 ps
over consecutive roundtrips. Figure 23c shows the shot-to-shot
measurement at RT-39 and RT-40, which exhibit redshift and
blueshift, respectively. Moreover, these roundtrips show asym-
metrical profiles with different peak wavelengths and intensities.
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Nevertheless, a nearly symmetrical Gaussian profile thatmatches
the optical spectrum was generated in their superposition. The
pulse trains measured with and without the TS-DFT technique
are depicted in Figure 23d,e. For the pulse train measured with
the TS-DFT technique, the two adjacent pulses show a clear in-
tensity difference. On the other hand, smaller intensity modula-
tion was generated for the laser output without the TS-DFT char-
acterization. This fluctuation could be observed according to the
energy (E) evolution as shown in the inset of Figure 23a, in which
the integral of the spectral energy density I(𝜔) was calculated by

E = Σ [I (𝜔) ⋅ Δ𝜔] (10)

where 𝜔 is the carrier frequency of photons and Δ𝜔 is the fre-
quency interval. Furthermore, the optimization of intracavity po-
larization state could minimize the intensity modulation, which
could hardly be distinguished from a stable mode-locking oper-
ation without the TS-DFT measurement. The experimental re-
sult was confirmed by numerical simulation based on the cou-
pled Ginzburg–Landau equation (CGLE) to calculate the weak
birefringent fibers.[145] The CGLE was solved with the standard
symmetric split-step Fourier algorithm to obtain a stable solu-
tion. From numerical simulation, two polarization components
exhibit slightly different evolution trajectories. The pulse was first
compressed at each roundtrip and reached a minimum value at
the position of the SA and then broadened into the following opti-
cal fiber. An obvious energy exchange was observed at the interval
before the position of SA, denoting the pulse interaction. The SA
induces optical loss thus the pulse energy drops abruptly for both
odd-roundtrip numbers (i.e., RT-39) and even-roundtrip num-
bers (i.e., RT-40), which reflects the pulse interaction dynamics,
or the so-called soliton trapping in the laser cavity.
The dynamical soliton trapping of polarization rotation vector

soliton (PRVS) in amode-locked EDFL integrated with a CNT-SA
was investigated through the TS-DFT technique.[146] The PRVS
exhibits the locking of soliton polarization rotation to a period
equals the cavity roundtrip time or a multiple of this roundtrip
time.[147] Moreover, PRVS shows the alteration of relative inten-
sities of two polarization components between two or several val-
ues at the laser output, thus inducing dynamic soliton trapping.
Besides pulse intensities, the two orthogonal polarization com-
ponents in PRVS also exhibit periodical alteration in peak wave-
lengths and spectral profiles. Compared to soliton trapping in
MLFL, PRVS shows dynamical soliton trapping where the peak
wavelengths of two polarization components were shifted peri-
odically to achieve soliton trapping at a fixed point of the mode-
locked EDFL cavity.

3.3.6. Optical Rogue Wave

The optical rogue wave was first observed via extraordinary
soliton-like pulses with extremely high intensity in supercontin-
uum generation.[148] An optical rogue wave is a transient wave oc-
curring in a nonlinear system which exhibits three main charac-
teristics, i.e., extremely large amplitude, long tail for pulse ampli-
tude, and random evolution trajectories.[149] Before the demon-
stration of the TS-DFT technique, the optical rogue waves were
studied merely by numerical simulation. For instance, the gener-

ation of dissipative rogue waves as a result of the inelastic colli-
sion and energy exchange of multiple pulses in a net anomalous
dispersionMLFL was numerically studied through the NLSE.[150]

In addition, the dissipative rogue waves in a net normal disper-
sionMLFL were also numerically studied.[151] Based on these nu-
merical studies, the operation regimes of optical rogue waves are
influenced by intracavity dispersion conditions. After the demon-
stration of the TS-DFT technique, the dynamics of optical rogue
waves were revealed experimentally, which shows fascinating op-
eration regimes in complex MLFL systems with distinct con-
ditions, such as the net intracavity GVD,[151,152] mode-locking
methods,[153–155] and laser cavity configurations.[156] For instance,
an optical rogue wave was observed in the NLP regimes for both
normal and anomalous GVD in an NPR-integrated mode-locked
EDFL.[151] The intracavity GVD was controlled by changing the
length of DCF. The real-time investigation of the motion dynam-
ics in NLP-MLFL at net normal and anomalous GVD regimes
was conducted through the TS-DFT technique over 1000 con-
secutive roundtrips as illustrated in Figure 24a,b. The spectral
fluctuation of the anomalous GVD regime is more obvious than
the normal GVD regime, which denotes the highly fluctuating
temporal intensity distribution of the NLP at picosecond or sub-
picosecond time scales. This observationmatches the experimen-
tal result given by Runge et al.[157] Instead of investigating differ-
ent GVD regimes, Runge et al.[157] compared the difference in the
motion dynamics between soliton and NLP regimes in an NPR-
integratedmode-locked EDFLwhere real-timemeasurement was
conducted over 1000 consecutive roundtrips. The NLP-MLFL ex-
hibits a higher pump power threshold than the S-MLFL, which
could be achieved by properly adjusting the polarization state of
the laser cavity. The spectra of the S-MLFL are nearly indistin-
guishable from each other over the entire roundtrip with Kelly’s
sidebands. On the other hand, substantial fluctuations were ob-
served in NLP-MLFL over the entire roundtrip. In a normal dis-
persion NPR-integrated mode-locked YDFL with a net GVD of
≈0.09 ps2, the waveplates and the orientation of the birefringence
filter were adjusted to achieve noise burst in the DS-MLFL opera-
tion regime.[152] The real-time measurement was conducted over
1000 consecutive roundtrips. For the stable DS-MLFL regime, the
spectra are indistinguishable and exhibit sharp peaks at the edges
with typical rectangular spectral profile,[158] which agrees with
the observation by Luo et al.[159] By contrast, rigorous fluctuations
were observed for NLP-MLFL based on the real-time shot-to-shot
measurement.
Besides the NPR method, a nonlinear amplifying loop mirror

was also employed to generate optical rogue waves.[156] The
shot-to-shot spectral fluctuations of a Raman-destabilized NLP
operating in a mode-locked YDFL was observed with its sporadic
emission of Raman pulses over 350 consecutive roundtrips. The
Raman emission at ≈1075 nm increased dramatically when the
pump power was increased from 190 to 230 mW. Strong fluctua-
tions with high pulse amplitude were clearly resolved by Raman
emission both at ≈1028 and ≈1075 nm, implying the formation
of an NLP-induced Raman rogue wave. Apart from artificial SAs,
SESAM,[154] CNT-SA,[153] and graphene–SA[155] were integrated
to generate optical rogue waves in the mode-locked EDFLs. The
dissipative rogue wave was generated due to single-soliton colli-
sion that disrupt the stable mode-locking operation by increasing
the pump power.[153] During soliton explosion, a random and
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Figure 24. Real-time investigation of optical rogue wave dynamics operating in the NLP regimes. The NLP-MLFL operating at the a) normal and b)
anomalous GVD regimes. Reproduced with permission.[151] Copyright 2014, American Physical Society.

abrupt increase in nanosecond pulse amplitude was observed
within 700 consecutive roundtrips. High amplitude waves were
unpredictably generated as a transient state, which was disap-
peared in a soliton explosion event across six roundtrips. Apart
from single-soliton explosion, the investigation of dissipative
rogue waves was also conducted on multisoliton explosion by us-
ing higher pump power and adjusting the polarization states.[154]

Besides, the optical rogue waves with high nanosecond pulse
amplitude were generated from an NLP-MLFL with multiple
wave packets.[155] These wave packets were generated due to
nonlinear interaction and soliton collision that exhibit pulse
breaking and shaping of localized mode-locked NLP pulses.
Based on the above studies, the NLP-MLFL is frequently

used to observe the optical rogue waves. The NLP-MLFL was
shifted from DS-MLFL by rotating the polarization beam splitter
(PBS) with a tilt angle from −5° to +5°, which modulates the
instantaneous power of the laser pulse in an NPR-integrated
mode-locked YDFL.[53] The modulation of instantaneous power
contributes to the pulse operation in different saturable absorp-
tion regions.[160] Apart from the PBS angles, the DS-MLFL and
NLP-MLFL were achieved at different pump power thresholds
of 380 and 290 mW, respectively. The pulse evolution dynamics
for the DS-MLFL experience five stages, i.e., Q-switching, raised
and damped relaxation oscillation, noise-like, successive soliton
explosions, and finally soliton breathing stages. On the other
hand, the NLP-MLFL experiences only two stages, which are
raised RO and Q-switching stages. The NLP-MLFL exhibits a
higher pulse energy than DS-MLFL thus showing a shorter
build-up time during the raised RO stage. There are several
factors affecting the final state of stable DS-MLFL or NLP-MLFL,
i.e., the single or multiple pulses output, roundtrip loss, and the
magnitude of nonlinearity of the MLFLs. A switching behavior
from the DS-MLFL to loosely bound solitons and NLP-MLFL
was observed by increasing the pump power and adjusting intra-
cavity polarization state.[161] Apart from mode-locked YDFL, the
investigation of stable DS-MLFL and NLP-MLFL regimes was
also studied in an NPR-integrated mode-locked TDFL, where the
switching between these operation regimes was also realized by
adjusting the pump power and polarization states.[112] Moreover,
the real-time investigation of build-up and evolution dynam-
ics in the NLP-MLFL was also studied in an NPR-integrated
mode-locked EDFL in both the net normal and anomalous

dispersion regimes.[162] The major differences between these
dispersion regimes observed during the initial stages have been
unraveled experimentally. For instance, the interplay between
gain, SPM, and dispersion contributes to the larger fluctuations
in the dynamics of initial stage at the net normal dispersion
regime. On the contrary, soliton pulse shaping dominates the
evolution process in the net anomalous dispersion regime,
which maintains the pulse integrity over a longer time.

4. Challenges and Recommendations

The real-time investigation of the MLFL dynamics has encoun-
tered several challenges. First and foremost, the buildup pro-
cesses of DS and soliton are both sensitive to external pertur-
bations, i.e., polarization state modification and pump power
fluctuation.[7,31] The fluctuation during the buildup process for
these MLFLs becomes more rigorous when the laser cavities
were integrated with the NPR method. The combination of the
NPRmethod andmaterial-based SA such as SWCNT could solve
this issue by suppressing the Q-switched lasing, as shown in
Figure 25a.[7] Several hundreds of optical pulses were contained
in each Q-switched pulse as indicated in the inset of Figure 25a.
Moreover, Figure 25b shows that a longer nascent time of≈80ms
with 76 lines of Q-switched lasing was attained when only the
NPR method was integrated into MLFL. By increasing the pump
power, the Q-switched lasing with an even longer nascent time of
≈160 ms was obtained as shown in Figure 25c. It has been gen-
erally accepted that Q-switched lasing is the source of instabili-
ties prior to the formation of the single-pulse MLFL. Therefore,
the implementation of a material-based SA could improve the
build-up process for stable mode-locking. Apart from SWCNT-
SA, other materials such as graphene,[163] perovskite,[164] and
MXene[165] could also be investigated due to their different non-
linearity parameters, i.e., modulation depths and nonsaturable
losses that may lead to the differences in the buildup process of
stable MLFL.
The real-time investigation of MLFL dynamics is dependent

on the appropriate pump power and precise polarization state,
as reported for SM-MLFL,[21,31,97] S-MLFL,[7] DS-MLFL and NLP-
MLFL,[53,112,161] bidirectional soliton,[89] breathing DS,[18] soli-
ton trapping,[145,146] and optical rogue wave for soliton and NLP
dynamics.[157] In these nonpolarization-maintaining laser setups,
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Figure 25. Build-up and evolution process in the MLFL experiencing Q-switched lasing stage. The SAs integrated with a) the combination of the NPR
method and an SWCNT-SA, and only the NPR method with b) weaker and c) stronger pump powers. Reproduced with permission.[7] Copyright 2019,
Chinese Laser Press.

a precise polarization state is important to achieve the desired
dynamics. However, the polarization states were merely adjusted
without emphasizing the polarization angles or exact polariza-
tion states.[19,87,166] The unknown polarization information hin-
ders further investigation on the polarization state at the interval
prior to formation of desired dynamics, i.e., precise polarization
angle variation of 1° or less. Therefore, real-time investigation on
precise polarization angle variation for theMLFL dynamics is rec-
ommended, for instance, by using a polarimeter system together
with PBS or polarization controller with displayed angles.[167]

In most previous studies, the real-time investigation into the
MLFL dynamics was performed on the EDFL. This is due to
the simpler, cheaper, and suitable dispersive optical fibers, i.e.,
DCF or SMF-28e at ≈1.55 μm. Occasionally, the TS-DFT tech-
nique has been employed for the investigation of mode-locked
YDFLs[28,53–55,66,137,152] and TDFLs.[112,143] The TS-DFT technique
has rarely been incorporated for mode-locked lasers operating in
the visible region and at the wavelength of ≈2.0 μm or above.
For the TS-DFT detection system at ≈1.06 μm, SMF-28e was em-
ployed as the dispersive medium. To compare with the SMF-
28e, Hi1060 optical fiber could be tested in the TS-DFT detec-
tion system due to its efficient fiber coupling and dispersion
of ≈−38 ps (nm km)−1 for Corning HI 1060 optical fiber at
≈1.06 μm. In the NIR region between operation wavelengths
of YDFL and EDFL (≈1.06 to 1.55 μm) and between EDFL and
TDFL (≈1.55 to 1.75 μm),mode-locked bismuth-doped fiber laser
(BDFL) was demonstrated, whilst most articles were reported
by Dianov and co-workers.[168,169] In particular, the mode-locked
BDFL at ≈1.3 μm is attractive because the second telecommu-
nication window has low loss and weak chromatic dispersion
for silica fiber.[170–172] Therefore, the real-time investigation of
dynamics, i.e., the birth, evolution and extinction trajectories,
complex stationary, and motion dynamics in mode-locked BDFL
is recommended. Besides that, the real-time investigation of
soliton molecule and soliton explosion was conducted for the
mode-locked TDFLs due to the acceptable loss of SMF-28e at
≈1.7 μm.[112,143] Recently, the TS-DFT technique was also em-

ployed for the investigation of pulse instability and transient dy-
namics in mid-infrared MLFL, with focus on the quasi-stable
pulsation, pulse-collapse and buildup of soliton-pair.[173] A chal-
lenge of investigating the real-time dynamics at the wavelength of
≈2 μm or above such as mid-infrared MLFL is the lacking of dis-
persive medium to stretch the spectral profile into time-stretched
waveform. Therefore, it is important to explore a suitable disper-
sive medium to the TS-DFT technique integrated at the wave-
length of ≈2 μm or above. Apart from that, visible MLFL is a
rather new topic and was reported recently for red lasers operat-
ing at≈635 nm and investigation of the real-time dynamics could
be interesting.[174–176] In addition,moreMLFL at visible range can
be explored in near future. For instance, a 3.6W continuous wave
praseodymium-doped green laser at ≈521 nm was demonstrated
and supposed to achieve mode-locking operation.[177] However, a
challenge in stretching the spectral profile of visible MLFL is the
high loss of dispersive media, i.e., SMF-28e, DCF, and Hi1060
optical fiber in the visible region, which should be solved before
the TS-DFT techniques can be executed. In contrast to the real-
time investigation in near-infrared region, the TS-DFT technique
has been seldom employed for the study of dynamics in both vis-
ible and mid-infrared regions. Therefore, it is very interesting if
the TS-DFT technique could be employed to study the MLFL in
the visible and at ≈2 μm or above in future.
Apart from the TS-DFT technique, the transformation from

real-time spectral information to temporal information can be
observed and investigated using time lens technique. The time
lens is a temporal magnifier technique, which reveals the single-
shot temporal information, i.e., pulse profile and pulse width,[50]

based on space-time duality (STD) theory.[178] The STD is inte-
grated from the equivalence of electromagnetic beam diffraction
and dispersive pulse propagation that contribute to a quadratic
phase modulation in time.[179] The time lens system exhibits
an asynchronous FWM temporal magnifier regime, which
shows relatively simpler and longer recording length than syn-
chronous systems like those utilized for the investigation of the
dynamics in optical rogue waves in integrable turbulence[180] and
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spontaneous breather events in opticalmodulation instability.[181]

For instance, the dynamics of soliton pairs,[179] soliton
creeping,[182] and collision dissipative SM[183] were investi-
gated in a net anomalous mode-locked EDFL, whereas DS
dynamics were characterized in a net normal mode-locked
EDFL,[50] using both TS-DFT technique and asynchronous time
lens system. The time lens technique was also employed to
investigate the multiscale laser dynamics,[30] optical rogue wave
structures in the NLP,[184] and optical rogue wave patterns in
the MLFL with single-peak, twin-peaks, and triple-peaks time
scales.[185] Apart from understanding the dynamics in both
spectral and temporal domain, several factors should be consid-
ered during the real-time investigation, i.e., phase, polarization,
and space evolution dynamics. For instance, the evolution
dynamics of phase and polarization were solved for buildup of
dissipative soliton molecules,[97] optical trapping,[145] harmonic
mode-locking,[72] soliton breather,[186] and breather molecular
complexes,[113] whereas the space evolution dynamics were
studied in spatiotemporal solitons.[187] Therefore, apart from the
TS-DFT technique, the integration of time lens system and the
evolution dynamics in terms of phase, polarization, and space is
recommended to enable a more comprehensive investigation of
real-time dynamics in MLFL.

5. Conclusion and Outlook

We have discussed the recent progress on the investigation of
MLFL dynamics through the TS-DFT technique. The TS-DFT
technique provides linear dispersion of localized MLFL pulses
in a dispersive medium which maps the spectral information of
an ultrashort optical pulse into a time-stretched waveform. This
makes the real-time investigations of ultrafast dynamics inMLFL
a reality. These real-time investigations enable the probe of the
dynamics of birth, evolution, and extinction process in MLFL
working at different dispersion regimes, which consist of soli-
ton, dissipative soliton, stretched pulse, and soliton similariton.
Moreover, different types of MLFL and complex motion dynam-
ics in MLFL were studied through the TS-DFT technique. The
different types of MLFL include HML and bidirectional MLFL,
whereas the complex motion dynamics in MLFL consists of soli-
ton molecules, soliton breathing, soliton bifurcation, soliton ex-
plosion, soliton trapping, and optical rogue waves. Apart from
the various dynamics process and phenomena studied through
the TS-DFT technique, the current issues and challenges met by
the TS-DFT technique were also discussed. Several recommen-
dations were provided to enable a more comprehensive investi-
gation of real-time dynamics in MLFL through the TS-DFT tech-
nique. This review is expected to provide a deeper insight into
the MLFL dynamics, and the use of the TS-DFT technique is ex-
pected to unveil plenty of fascinating MLFL dynamics and unex-
plored trajectories that could be of growing interest among the
laser community.
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